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Due to a shortage of housing in California, the state has streamlined the approval process 
for multifamily housing projects. Under these new state housing laws, cities have less 
control over how many apartments and condos can be built and when.  
 
In October 2021, the City Council approved an 
agreement to create objective design standards 
to help the city comply with these new laws 
while preserving the unique character and 
charm of the Village and Barrio areas, the city’s 
two oldest neighborhoods. The City Council 
appointed residents to serve on a Design 
Review Committee to help guide the 
development of the standards. The project 
goals are: 
 

• Create clear objective design standards for future multifamily and mixed-use 
projects in the Village and Barrio. 

• Add clarity and specificity to what’s in the Village and Barrio Master Plan for mixed-
use and multifamily projects so Carlsbad can better preserve the unique character 
and charm of the Village and Barrio areas while complying with state laws designed 
to ease California’s housing crisis. The effort will not change things like building 
heights or setbacks defined in the plan. 

• Identify a palette of architectural design styles for developers to choose from, 
helping to streamline permitting for new multifamily housing and mixed-use 
projects. 

Staff gathered input from the community to help inform the committee on the development 
of the architectural styles and objective design standards. 

Public engagement goal 
Gather input from the Carlsbad community that can be used by the Design Review 
Committee and staff to create objective design standards for the Village and Barrio that 
reflect the community’s values and priorities. 
  

Public engagement objectives  
• Community members are aware of opportunities to provide input 
• Community members have an opportunity to provide input in a way that is 

convenient and comfortable, based on their preferences and levels of interest 
• This public engagement process helps further build relationships between the city 

and those it serves 
• The process seeks out and involves a broad cross section of community members 
• Participants have a clear understanding of how their input will be used 

 

  

The creation of objective design 

standards will help the city comply with 

new state laws while preserving the 

unique character and charm of the 

Village and Barrio areas. 
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The International Association of Public Participation’s 
spectrum of public participation illustrates a variety of 
approaches to involving the public indecision making. 
The objective design standards public input process 
would fall between “consult” and “involve.” Staff 
provided some examples of different types of 
architectural styles found in Carlsbad and nearby cities. 
City staff sought input on these styles to better 
understand which the community thought fit in well 
with the Village and Barrio and why to help create 
architectural styles for developers to choose from and 
create objective design standards. 

 

  

The city gathered community input 

on different architectural styles 

found in Carlsbad and nearby cities 

to understand which the 

community thought fit in well with 

the Village and Barrio. 
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Qualitative input with a convenience sample 
The input in this report is qualitative in nature and was obtained through a convenience 
sample. This means the city focused on gaining an 
in-depth understanding of community member 
perspectives, and the results cannot be generalized 
to the entire population of the city within a defined 
margin of error. 
 
That’s why the input in this report should be 
considered with a similar weight as other forms of 
feedback that have always been part of the city’s 
decision-making process, such as comments made at City Council meetings or emails sent to 
the city expressing an opinion.  
 

 
 
Opportunities for input 
City of Carlsbad staff designed and implemented a public involvement strategy with two 
main ways to engage with community members. 
 

  

Online survey, June 27 – July 18, 2022 

  

In-person workshop, June 29, 2022 

 
Each opportunity required a different level of commitment and asked for feedback in a 
different way.  

 

  

The input in this report should be 

considered with a similar weight as 

comments made at a City Council 

meeting or those sent by email.  
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449 

 

How many participated 

425 

 

Took the survey 

24 

 

Workshop participants 
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Where workshop participants live 
 

 
Age range of survey participants 
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Household composition of survey participants 
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The following section summarizes key themes that emerged from feedback. This summary 
reflects feedback that was most commonly shared, though it is important to acknowledge 
that these themes may not fully represent the opinion of each individual who participated. 
 
A summary of two multiple-choice survey questions is provided first, followed by a summary 
of input from the open-ended questions, which asked for feedback on what participants 
liked and did not like about the various architectural styles presented.  
 
Next is a collage of photos participants provided of buildings they think are a good examples 
for what future projects should look like in the Village and Barrio. Last is a summary of the 
input on what else the city should consider. 
 
Input gathered through the workshop was similar to the online survey and is reflected in the 
key themes summarized in the following section. 
 
Verbatim responses are included in the appendices.  
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Other words frequently submitted 

The words in larger font were mentioned the most. 
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Spanish revival: Character, cohesion with Carlsbad and 
California style, historic, modern, classic 

• It fits the history, character and style of Carlsbad, the region and state. 
• It is both modern and classic 

 
“Spanish revival is traditional and historical to this area.” 
 
“Spanish revival seems the closest fit for the history and character of the Barrio.” 

 
“Spanish revival and craftsman have lots of flexibility for place-based adjustments and 
the light colors are appropriate for the large amount of sun we get in Carlsbad.” 

 
“The Spanish style blends in more readily to the Southern California lifestyle and 
predominant architecture of the older areas. It is quaint and inviting.” 
 
“Still representing some of the historical elements of Carlsbad while embracing a clean 
vision of the future.” 
 
“Spanish influence is important. So much already makes up our community & lets 
embrace.” 

 

Craftsman: Character, cohesion with Carlsbad and 
California style, historic, modern, clean lines, inviting  

• It fits the history, character and style of Carlsbad, the region and state.  

• It is both modern and timeless.  

• It has clean lines and is inviting.  

“It would be a good fit with what is already in place in the area.” 
 
“It has touches of modern with a very inviting look to it.” 
 
“I feel craftsman style offer a clean but yet aesthetically pleasing building with a lot of 
character.” 
 
“Craftsman is pretty broad in design options which can give variance but yet keep it all 
tied together better.” 
 
“Craftsman properties are not stark and cold looking like some other types of 
architecture, and are more warm, inviting, and aesthetically pleasant to view.” 
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Victorian: Character, cohesion with Carlsbad, historic, 
charming, unique 

• It is classic, historic and timeless.  

• It has character and can be eclectic and unique.  

“The classic designs hark back to Carlsbad's history, it's good to have a feeling that some 
buildings have been around for many decades.” 
 
“Reflection of Carlsbad history, and provides a warm community feeling.” 
 
“A blend of old-world character together with modern or contemporary touches brings a 
nice balance that keeps the traditional feel of the village while modernizing it to a certain 
degree.” 
 
“Victorian is original and I love that feel.” 
 
“They represent an old style culture that can be eclectic and unique.” 
 
“These are throwbacks to the original "vibe" of the village, and they're unique! We need 
more character and color!” 
 

Colonial/Cape Cod: Coastal design, timeless, historic 
• It is coastal, historic and timeless. 

• It fits in with coastal areas.  

“These Victorian and Cape Cod styles have a welcoming, unique, historic character that 
could tie into the best of our existing development and distinguish Carlsbad from other CA 
coastal downtowns that primarily have a Spanish architectural style.” 
 
“I think these are appropriate architectural styles for the coastal area and compliment the 
existing architecture.” 
 
“We like styles compatible with the coastal environment, giving a fresh, laid back, village 
look.” 
 
“Cape Cod give a nice upscale architecture style look for our beach city.” 
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Tudor: Character, quaint, historic, traditional 
• It is distinct to Carlsbad and reflects Carlsbad’s history.  

• It has quaint, small-town character.  

“Anyone who has spent time in Carlsbad will recognize these buildings as uniquely 
Carlsbad.” 
 
“Architectural styles consistent with the what the name “Carlsbad” evokes. They are also 
styles that have withstood the test of time. They have character.” 
 
“Tudor is Distinct to Carlsbad Village, so tourists will remember it’s ambiance.” 
 
“They look charming and vintage and they are in keeping with our lovely village by the 
sea.” 
 
“The (half-timber style (Tudor) speaks Carlsbad's beginnings as a mineral spa with 
similarities to European towns. This style is used in villages in Europe to house shops in the 
ground floor & multi-family residences above. It would keep a cohesive look to the 
"quaint" village and preserve the unique distinctive flavor of Carlsbad Village. Not just 
another beach town.” 
 
“I feel these styles support many of the older buildings in the Village and convey a feeling 
of comfort, "small town" and tradition.” 

 

American Mercantile: Timeless, quaint, cohesive 
• It is timeless, quaint and cohesive.  

• Would fit in well in downtown Village area and work well for mixed-use 

development.  

“Brick is timeless, always looks good, doesn’t go out of style like 70s style.. Plus it’s 

beautiful. It will stand up to any weather and never need repair.” 

“The mercantile design gives the Main Street feel for mixed use development.” 

“It easily delineates the business vs. living spaces. In some of the contemporary designs, it 

is difficult to determine if there are businesses on the first level or not. American 

Mercantile is a cohesive style that add the quaint at the same time.” 

 

“American mercantile – bc it preserves the feel of state street and can be adapted to need 

for more dwelling in the village.” 
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Contemporary eclectic: Modern, clean, open, large 
windows 

• It is modern and updated with clean lines. 

• Large windows and balconies.  

“Modern & clean. Windows & balconies provide access to light & fresh air.” 
 
“Clean lines, upgraded materials used throughout, recessed large windows, porches, 
overhangs, interesting roof lines, distinctive entry ways, classic architectural colors.” 
 
“Clean lines, not too bare, not overly ornate and NOT old fashioned looking.” 
 
“The contemporary and modern look and feel. A new sign of life.” 

 

Irving Gill: Historic, simple, character 
• It is historic, simple, inviting and has character.  

• It is low key and simple. 

“Low key.” 
 
“Simple and stylish.” 
 
“I love the tie to local history with the Spanish Revival style and the historical connection 
with Mr. Gill. Carlsbad has quite a few Craftsman homes, so it suits the area.” 
 
“They have unique character and are more inviting.” 
 

Mid-century modern: Contemporary, modern, clean lines 
• It is contemporary, modern and has clean lines.  

• Contemporary and fit in with the original home and new development. 

 
“They fit in well with the neighborhood and are contemporary to the original homes that 
were built.” 
 
“Modern, varied elevations, clean lines, fits with most new development in the village and 
Barrio.” 
 
“Geometric shape. Looks modern.” 
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Outdated, too modern, out of place, clutter, lack character 
• They don’t fit with the history, small town charm and style of the city.  

• They don’t allow space and don’t interact well with the sidewalk and street. 

• They don’t strike a balance of being timeless and contemporary. 

• They lack interesting details or are too boxy.  

“Whatever is selected should be consistent with the original buildings.” 
 
“Many of the contemporary styles shown here would diminish the historical charm of 
the area and add to the sense of function over style created by larger and more dense 
developments.”  
 
“Our community should maintain a simplicity in building styles and, instead, focus on 
the surrounding, natural beauty of our Pacific Ocean influence and our laid back 
California beach lifestyle.” 
 
“Make Carlsbad unique, which is what will draw tourism.” 
 
“I want something that tells the world that people are comfortable, safe and at home 
here.” 
 
“The word "Village" does not signify modern or contemporary. Having a unique 
character can attract tourists and can make the Village/Barrio unique.” 
 
“Doesn’t fit into Carlsbad’s “Village by the Sea” mantra.” 
 
“Too contemporary or old fashioned. Somewhere in the middle is more appealing to 
my eye.”  
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Maintain Carlsbad’s charm and history 

• Preserve the unique charm, community character and history that make Carlsbad 
special. 

• Keep the character and charm of coastal beach lifestyle and vibe. 
• Like small village feel with historical buildings and lower population density. 
• Like amount of single-family homes and restriction on building heights. 

 
“Consider the existing Historical Buildings (Santa Fe depot, St. Michaels, both old and 
new, and Giacolleties) and how they can be framed, related to and enhanced.” 

 
“It’s a beach town … please keep the simple, historic beach charm.” 

 
“Preserve the character of the beach lifestyle and vibe. Coastal Grandma is trending 
right now in fashion and lifestyle (check it out for old and young) which is a easy, 
breezy, carefree lifestyle. The village should exemplify this theme. It's what attracted 
us to retire here 8 years ago.” 

 
“Carlsbad has charm, character and a sense of acceptance. These characteristics need 
to be preserved.” 

 
“Make the developers put some character and interest in their designs!!" 
 
“Keep the height low and don’t build on both side of single family 
residences/buildings." 
 
“Not too tall. 3 stories is plenty high. Need to keep small town feel not urban city.” 
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Create space for community 
• Outdoor spaces where people can gather and connect are important. 
• Integrate elements like green spaces, trees and walking paths into building designs. 

 
“Porch and outdoor living, where people can gather out front and commune with the 
neighbors.” 

 
“Room to walk, be outdoors with family and friends.” 

 
“Since the new buildings will be eliminating the backyards and mature trees of the 
existing homes, the developer should include a private, park-like green space for 
exclusive use of the residents of the project. Also, include sufficient parking for each 
residence.” 

 
“Lots of green space, nature, play areas that are not plastic (just a swing or jungle 
gym) but rather kids and families can EXPLORE! Paths where you would find birds, 
lizards, fruit, veggies, a community garden, spaces where nature soothes an anxious 
family.” 

 
Build in sustainability 

• Sustainable building elements and features are important when planning for the 
future. 

• Incorporate greenery, trees and plants into building landscaping and sidewalks. 
 

“Sustainability, from green roofs, to solar panels and grey water systems.” 
 

“Lots of trees (clean our air) and create a homey environment with plants or hanging 
flowers or fountains Make it amazing! You can do it!” 

 
“Green features such as solar panels and smart appliances and well lighted pathways 
with LED or smart lighting.” 
 
“…shade trees!”  
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Maintain cohesion with existing buildings 

• Preserve the unique charm, community character and history that make Carlsbad 
special. 

• Select a blend of architectural styles that are cohesive with existing buildings. 
 

“Cohesiveness of styles. Doesn't have to be just one style, but they should blend well 
together.” 
 
“Consistency and Continuity, so the community looks cohesive and planned out, rather 
than a jarring hodge podge.” 
 
“That future proposed properties blend in well with the rest of the buildings in the 
community, to appear as if they were always there.” 
 

Include natural design elements, green spaces and lots of 

trees 

• Incorporate greenery, canopy trees and plants into building landscaping and 
gathering areas. 

• Bring the outdoors inside with features like large windows and natural colors. 
 

“Any building looks better with trees and plants. Also attempt to bring the outdoors 
inside with large windows and glass doors.” 
 
“Beautiful landscaping with well defined areas for gathering, and attractive plant 
landscaping, Drought friendly plants.” 
 
“Natural colors rather than saturated bright colors.” 
 
“Considerably more mature landscaping.”  
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Traffic, parking 
• Consider the volume of traffic in the area - biking, driving and walking. 
• Adequate parking with future buildings. 

 
“Adequate parking so that their cars do not create parking problems. Part of the 
beauty of Carlsbad is its relative ease of living here compared to more congested 
areas.” 
 
“Make sure there is enough parking and don’t go too high.” 
 
“I think parking requirements should be part of design process.” 
 
“Traffic, safety, parking, walkability.” 
 
“Take traffic into account, places to park, and open walking areas.” 
 
 

The input received through the workshop and survey will be provided to the citizens Design 
Review Committee, a committee formed by City Council to guide the development of 
objective design standards. A full draft of the new standards is expected to be available for 
public review and comment in early 2023. The project is scheduled for completion by 
summer 2023.  
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How Opportunities Were Promoted 
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City staff notified community members about opportunities to get involved through a variety of print 
and digital channels including  

 

Fliers in Carlsbad libraries and community centers  

 

 

E-newsletters  

 

 

Nextdoor and social media posts  
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Survey Responses 
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Q1 Here are some words we’ve heard residents use to describe 
the Village and Barrio. When it comes to the design of future 

buildings, which three words would be most important for the city 
to consider? 

Answered: 417 Skipped: 8 
 

 
 

Vibrant 
 
 

Quaint 
 
 

Eclectic 
 
 

Diverse 
 
 

Artistic 
 
 

Culture 
 
 

Character 
 
 

Welcoming 
 
 

Cohesive 

Community 

Other (please 
specify) 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Vibrant 11.27% 47 

Quaint 40.05% 167 

Eclectic 12.47% 52 

Diverse 19.66% 82 

Artistic 20.38% 85 

Culture 20.38% 85 

Character 52.76% 220 

Welcoming 36.69% 153 

Cohesive 22.06% 92 

Community 38.13% 159 

Other (please specify) 20.14% 84 
 

 
 

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE 

1 modern and fresh, not cheesy, cool, contemporary, young 7/18/2022 10:13 PM 

2 Modern 7/18/2022 6:25 PM 

3 progressive 7/18/2022 2:28 PM 

4 modern 7/18/2022 2:13 PM 

5 Windsor Pointe and all the other high density housing for low income should be abolished. The Barrio has 
long been Systemically oppressed by Carlsbad Officials 

7/18/2022 2:09 PM 

6 Can’t choose just 3 7/17/2022 11:45 AM 

7 Not crowded, Not congested 7/15/2022 12:27 PM 

8 Brick ( timeless, not modern which only looks good temporarily vs. for the future too), white wood ( 
coastal vibe)), 

7/13/2022 12:41 PM 

9 Quaint,cohesive character 7/13/2022 12:17 PM 

10 Small 7/13/2022 8:11 AM 

11 Like the mineral spa building and others around town 7/12/2022 10:53 AM 

12 Traditional 7/12/2022 7:04 AM 

13 English Tudor 7/12/2022 3:24 AM 

14 Trees 7/11/2022 9:05 PM 

15 Meeting housing goals for the area, energy efficient design including appliances, windows, and insulation. 7/11/2022 8:48 PM 

16 Keeping with the existing neighborhoods of Downtown Carlsbad (Old Carlsbad) and the Barrio (small 
homes passed from generation to generation over the last 100+ years). 

7/11/2022 7:17 PM 

17 housing density 7/11/2022 7:05 PM 

18 The Tudor half-timber style already used on many existing buildings gives the Village its distinctive & 
unique charm - like the mineral spa, the NE corner of Grand & Roosevelt, St.Malo homes, & many other 
buildings. 

7/11/2022 6:54 PM 

Total Respondents: 417 
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19 Don’t build. There is enough housing. 7/11/2022 6:48 PM 
 

20 Uncrowded 7/11/2022 6:43 PM 

21 Modern 7/11/2022 6:37 PM 

22 SMALL 7/11/2022 5:24 PM 

23 Congruent 7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

24 Scale not bigger than existing buildings 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

25 Classic 7/11/2022 3:18 PM 

26 Coastal 7/11/2022 2:25 PM 

27 Accessible 7/11/2022 10:15 AM 

28 Unique, thought out 7/11/2022 4:06 AM 

29 preservation 7/9/2022 4:48 PM 

30 Integrated 7/9/2022 2:38 PM 

31 Unique, not all concrete like other beach cities 7/9/2022 10:29 AM 

32 charming 7/8/2022 8:59 PM 

33 Historic charm 7/8/2022 4:48 PM 

34 MOre lanscaping 7/8/2022 12:45 PM 

35 Affordable 7/8/2022 12:36 PM 

36 Affordable 7/8/2022 12:34 PM 

37 coastal 7/8/2022 5:53 AM 

38 NOT sterile like some of the new high ruse structures going up. They're flat with "modernistic lines." But 
they're blah! 

7/7/2022 9:37 PM 

39 Nature 7/7/2022 6:19 PM 

40 Check out Seabrook in Washington 7/7/2022 5:02 PM 

41 Harmonious but not cookie cutter 7/4/2022 7:44 AM 

42 Small 7/1/2022 7:12 PM 

43 PARKING 7/1/2022 1:31 PM 

44 Inclusive, multi-ethnic, homey 7/1/2022 10:11 AM 

45 walkable 7/1/2022 7:23 AM 

46 Historic / Comply with Zoning Ordinance and standards of adjacent properties (SFD) 6/30/2022 6:45 PM 

47 Over-riden with transients, pan-handlers, arsonists, rapists and murders 6/30/2022 4:41 PM 

48 More Parking than units, Underground Parking, More Garages than units 6/30/2022 11:33 AM 

49 Nature. Butterflies. Flowers. Bushes. Trees 6/30/2022 8:44 AM 

50 could be improved. not aesthetically pleasing 6/30/2022 8:35 AM 

51 Eco friendly 6/29/2022 10:00 PM 

52 Relationship to the street and the pedestrian 6/29/2022 9:49 PM 

53 Walkable 6/29/2022 7:13 PM 

54 Stop developing 6/29/2022 6:40 PM 

55 Quality 6/29/2022 5:07 PM 

56 Thematic 6/29/2022 4:27 PM 
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57 Small beach town 6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

58 Charm 6/29/2022 3:02 PM 

59 SMALL with space around them 6/29/2022 2:47 PM 

60 safety 6/29/2022 2:29 PM 

61 Human scaled 6/29/2022 1:47 PM 

62 Environmentally responsible 6/29/2022 12:54 PM 

63 In scale with surroundings village like 6/29/2022 11:44 AM 

64 Low Density 6/29/2022 11:07 AM 

65 Bavarian style, in keeping with the Karlsbad roots. 6/29/2022 10:37 AM 

66 Exterior Landscape (leave enough room on lot for plants) 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

67 HOME 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

68 run down mish mash away from Main Street outdated the center where Coyote is located just looks old 6/29/2022 10:05 AM 

69 Walking distance to commerce, jobs, public transportation, schools. 6/29/2022 10:00 AM 

70 NOT DENSE, NOT 3 STORIES 6/29/2022 9:55 AM 

71 Small 6/29/2022 9:48 AM 

72 Modern 6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

73 Coastal - shades of blues & whites 6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

74 Functional 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

75 Proper scale and aesthtic for our City 6/29/2022 8:40 AM 

76 Rideable, walkable, community gathering area 6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

77 Modern 6/29/2022 8:08 AM 

78 Beachy 6/29/2022 8:07 AM 

79 lower density and building height. 6/29/2022 8:02 AM 

80 Charming 6/29/2022 7:55 AM 

81 Low key 6/29/2022 7:47 AM 

82 Pedestrian Friendly 6/29/2022 7:45 AM 

83 So much has been ruined in Carlsbad with hideous designs that don't reflect ANY connection to being a 
coastal town, why are you even bothering to pretend that you now care about it? PR? 

6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

84 TEST 6/27/2022 3:05 PM 
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Q2 Below are some examples of different types of architectural styles found in 
Carlsbad and other nearby cities. Which architectural style(s) do you think fit in 

well in the Village and Barrio? Select all that apply. 
Answered: 400 Skipped: 25 

 
 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Spanish Revival 62.25% 249 

Craftsman 51.00% 204 

Mid-Century Modern 8.25% 33 

American Mercantile 25.75% 103 

Contemporary Eclectic 17.50% 70 

Irving Gill 14.25% 57 

Victorian 40.50% 162 

Tudor 31.25% 125 

Colonial/Cape Cod 39.25% 157 
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Total Respondents: 400 
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Q3 What do you like most about the architectural style(s) you chose? 
Answered: 371 Skipped: 54 

 

 
# RESPONSES DATE 

1 I hate all of these. More contemporary, bright, and clean lines are needed. The towns around us (eg; 
Oceanside, Encinitas) cater to, and build for, a modern, young and fresh vibe and we continue to 
develop buildings that look like we’re living a 55+ community. Carlsbad has the infrastructure and 
potential to be a vibrant, young and exciting town and for whatever reason the architecture and vibe 
seem stuck in past. Places like campfire and Nick’s, pure taco - let’s continue in that direction! 

7/18/2022 10:13 PM 

2 Even the midcentury is at least modern and modern is what we need. 7/18/2022 6:25 PM 

3 It's got a modern look 7/18/2022 2:28 PM 

4 Carlsbad should be looking forward, not behind and we need to do away with the Spanish shopping mall 
look. 

7/18/2022 2:13 PM 

5 Stop low income housing for this area and let the community thrive economically and culturally. 
Projects like Windsor Pointe are evidence the city is continuing to oppress the area and drive down 
home values. Shame on Carlsbad. 

7/18/2022 2:09 PM 

6 They fit the styles that are indicative of California up and down the state. 7/18/2022 1:04 PM 

7 They have a lot of character. 7/18/2022 6:56 AM 

8 I think they fit the character of our village 7/17/2022 11:45 AM 

9 Timeless 7/17/2022 8:58 AM 

10 There is open space around the structure 7/15/2022 12:27 PM 

11 They build upon older buildings in the area and eclectic style of the village and barrio without over 
modernizing it. It would make the housing more of a community accepted building in that it adds 
onto the already developed and accepted areas of the village and barrio. 

7/14/2022 4:21 PM 

12 Aligns with Carlsbads beginnings. 7/14/2022 9:15 AM 

13 Relevant to Carlsbad 7/14/2022 2:50 AM 

14 Colonial/Cape Cod inspires a coastal architectural theme. American Mercantile provides good mixed use 
of commercial and residential space. Spanish revival is a very classy style used extensively to good effect 
in places like Santa Barbara. 

7/13/2022 11:08 PM 

15 Out door space Connects living and work , gives alive vibrant feel 7/13/2022 5:56 PM 

16 they meld with the surrounding area 7/13/2022 5:18 PM 

17 Its a Classic look 7/13/2022 3:41 PM 

18 Modern, Clean, aesthetically pleasing 7/13/2022 2:18 PM 

19 Brick is timeless, always looks good, doesn't go out of style like 70s style.. Plus it's beautiful. It will 
stand up to Amy weather and never need repair 

7/13/2022 12:41 PM 

20 Height limit 7/13/2022 12:17 PM 

21 They fit in better with the existing buildings. 7/13/2022 11:35 AM 

22 It is not a straight box with no archtectural feetures 7/13/2022 11:15 AM 

23 They are a combination of modern and traditional styles that have the feel of Southern California and 
beach communities but also allow for diversity of design and modern touches. 

7/13/2022 10:47 AM 

24 They fit in with current/older styles that exist and california in general 7/13/2022 9:25 AM 
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25 Spanish heritage 7/13/2022 8:32 AM 
 

26 It has character, Fits in with original character that is quickly disappearing with the new, large, ugly 
buildings that are overwhelming the village 

7/13/2022 8:11 AM 

27 Relatively historical to the area when the barrio was being established 7/13/2022 7:50 AM 

28 It maximizes the outdoor spaces and windows of the building and looks coastal 7/13/2022 6:56 AM 

29 They are what we see in California- not from the east coast or of another country. The charm of the Barrio 
is the friendly welcoming nature. Lower level 1-2 story not higher than 2 story. 
Duplexes are great, not huge complexes, that lose the welcoming atmosphere. 

7/13/2022 6:55 AM 

30 It reflects the coastal style that is appropriate for our location. 7/13/2022 3:16 AM 

31 Classic. Not modern 7/12/2022 7:08 PM 

32 They fit the village and are already there. None should be 4 stories. It's called a village, not a city. 7/12/2022 6:17 PM 

33 Character, lighting, balconies, matches existing style 7/12/2022 4:10 PM 

34 they are functional without being bland 7/12/2022 3:49 PM 

35 Would prefer "Spanish" style 7/12/2022 3:28 PM 

36 Blends in 7/12/2022 3:21 PM 

37 have character and history 7/12/2022 2:56 PM 

38 They might help keep the village not look overcrowded. We are building far too much in the village and 
it looks horrible. Please stop and preserve the sweetness of Carlsbad Village. 

7/12/2022 2:46 PM 

39 Organized but warm and welcoming 7/12/2022 2:21 PM 

40 Historical and attractive 7/12/2022 2:06 PM 

41 Architectural styles consistent with the what the name “Carlsbad” evokes. They are also styles that have 
withstood the test of time. They have character. 

7/12/2022 1:50 PM 

42 I like that there is a mix in Carlsbad 7/12/2022 1:17 PM 

43 Reflects the history of the community. The opposite of the monstrosity that was built next to the 
motel six at CVD & I5.Very little connection to the historical Carlsbad community. 
Architecture should reflect the barrio history and agricultural beach community that is Carlsbad. 

7/12/2022 12:59 PM 

44 They aren't quite right but are closest to having some kind of character and interest. Not just a big 
box. 

7/12/2022 12:43 PM 

45 Tudor is Distinct to Carlsbad Village, so tourists will remember it’s ambiance. 7/12/2022 10:53 AM 

46 Retain Carlsbad old style. like building on northeast corner of Grand and Roosevelt. 7/12/2022 10:39 AM 

47 You do not see them in big cities often. 7/12/2022 10:26 AM 

48 I believe Carlsbad should not limit itself to a "style." 7/12/2022 9:56 AM 

49 Spanish revival 7/12/2022 9:44 AM 

50 Little of everything ( eclectic) 7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

51 It’s authentic to the place 7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

52 None of the above. They are too tall and too massive 7/12/2022 9:19 AM 

53 Cohesive with the San Diego area history. Timeless design is visually appealing. Reminds me of 
downtown Santa Barbara. 

7/12/2022 9:15 AM 

54 Consistent with Carlsbad and asthetically pleasing to the eye. 7/12/2022 8:31 AM 

55 Spanish revival is traditional and historical to this area. I also like the American mercantile with stores on 
the bottom and housing on the top. Bring retails and community together. Like NYC 

7/12/2022 8:31 AM 
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56 Clean and contemporary 7/12/2022 8:23 AM 
 

57 It is the only style with some cultural roots matching the history. 7/12/2022 7:23 AM 

58 shows history, tradition 7/12/2022 7:04 AM 

59 Not much 7/12/2022 6:06 AM 

60 Allow large windows and dense housing 7/12/2022 5:51 AM 

61 They capture the uniqueness of the village, including Village Faire (Tudor), Stratford Pub on State & 
Grand, and State Street (mercantile). Anyone who has spent time in Carlsbad will recognize these 
buildings as uniquely Carlsbad. 

7/12/2022 3:24 AM 

62 Clean with character. 7/12/2022 2:15 AM 

63 Attractive, with good use of space 7/12/2022 1:26 AM 

64 They don’t look like boxes - they have character! 7/11/2022 11:26 PM 

65 Clean lines and classic character that fit with our beach city. 7/11/2022 11:25 PM 

66 Practical 7/11/2022 11:02 PM 

67 Modern, seems like they fit in in California (not east coast) A little bit timeless and not trying to fit in a 
theme 

7/11/2022 10:15 PM 

68 Blend of modern and old 7/11/2022 9:52 PM 

69 It has touches of modern with a very inviting look to it. 7/11/2022 9:41 PM 

70 Fits the character of the village and both are attractive to look at. 7/11/2022 9:05 PM 

71 Modern, varied elevations, clean lines, fits with most new development in the village and Barrio. 7/11/2022 9:00 PM 

72 Style should be cohesive in character of the city of Carlsbad. 7/11/2022 8:51 PM 

73 All of these designs can blend in depending on the block, I don't think it's up to me to decide. I trust the 
builders to make the decision based on the surrounding area. 

7/11/2022 8:48 PM 

74 trying to keep some of the culture of the barrio. No real good examples that do that. 7/11/2022 8:47 PM 

75 Warm, welcoming, not super sharp edges, clean, nice to look at 7/11/2022 8:40 PM 

76 Quaint feeling, charming, stylish, homey 7/11/2022 8:24 PM 

77 It’s old carlsbad as is the barrio 7/11/2022 8:21 PM 

78 Spanish look is appropiate for the neighborhood. 7/11/2022 8:20 PM 

79 They have more of a village feel 7/11/2022 8:19 PM 

80 Simple lines but not to boxy 7/11/2022 7:23 PM 

81 They have a welcoming look, a little European, lots of style. 7/11/2022 7:22 PM 

82 They look charming and vintage and they are in keeping with our lovely village by the sea. Please hold 
them to just 1-2 stories, max… even shorter on State Street. 

7/11/2022 7:17 PM 

83 Windows- let light in, white/ muted colors Inviting- family friendly 7/11/2022 7:06 PM 

84 retain village character 7/11/2022 7:05 PM 

85 They are a fit for aCalifornia beach town 7/11/2022 6:59 PM 

86 It would be a good fit with what is already in place in the area 7/11/2022 6:56 PM 

87 Rooftop variations, large windows, various textures, materials, and colors. 7/11/2022 6:56 PM 

88 The (half-timber style (Tudor) speaks Carlsbad's beginnings as a mineral spa with similarities to 
European towns. This style is used in villages in Europe to house shops in the ground floor & multi-
family residences above. It would keep a cohesive look to the "quaint" village and preserve the unique 
distinctive flavor of Carlsbad Village. Not just another beach town. 

7/11/2022 6:54 PM 
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89 Don't like the three story buildings. Too crowded and packed in. 7/11/2022 6:43 PM 
 

90 Diversity. 7/11/2022 6:37 PM 

91 Craftsman 7/11/2022 6:31 PM 

92 They reflect the eclectic, historic, small town character of the village and Barrio. 7/11/2022 6:28 PM 

93 Is not uniform 7/11/2022 6:24 PM 

94 Eclectic, keeping existing character and modernization without being too built up. 7/11/2022 6:12 PM 

95 Fits in with what’s already there 7/11/2022 6:10 PM 

96 Pleasant lines, curb appeal and integrate well with our Beach Community. 7/11/2022 5:52 PM 

97 The details and effective use of materials are what is best of these styles. The ties to history in 
Southern California is good. 

7/11/2022 5:39 PM 

98 Traditional, welcoming to families 7/11/2022 5:36 PM 

99 I like the victorian and the craftsman style in most of the village. In the barrio it would be nice to keep 
the mid century modern flow. The spanish revival would add a flair. 

7/11/2022 5:25 PM 

100 Fits in with most surrounding buildings EXCEPT FOR THE GARBAGE THAT MATT HALL'S BUDDIES HAVE 
BEEN BUILDING THAT HAVE RUINED CARLSBAD 

7/11/2022 5:24 PM 

101 dramatic lines, contemporary, simple yet interesting, provides a developer opportunity for variation in 
the smaller details 

7/11/2022 5:23 PM 

102 historic with character 7/11/2022 5:10 PM 

103 Simple and stylish 7/11/2022 5:04 PM 

104 I think these are appropriate architectural styles for the coastal area and compliment the existing 
architecture. 

7/11/2022 4:59 PM 

105 Fits the California aesthetic that is already established 7/11/2022 4:58 PM 

106 The historical aspect of Carlsbad. 7/11/2022 4:57 PM 

107 True architectural styles 7/11/2022 4:55 PM 

108 Nice looking 7/11/2022 4:39 PM 

109 Quaint beach community look 7/11/2022 4:34 PM 

110 They have character, interesting to look at. 7/11/2022 4:28 PM 

111 Various types of architecture are better than a monolithic or myopic set of style choices. Also, not 
conforming to any particular style or time period is what will provide a "curated" look to the Village. 

7/11/2022 4:26 PM 

112 They are in keeping with what's already here. 7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

113 It seems more consistent with the Village and the area. 7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

114 Wrap around porch 7/11/2022 4:19 PM 

115 Upgraded version of old school styles which is what those locations represent. 7/11/2022 4:12 PM 

116 None of these, the are all 2 story, some examples could have more openness and a better beach vibe 
upstairs like they have in Leucadia. 

7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

117 They are different and unique. 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

118 its real 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

119 Warmth. Character. 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

120 Scale is small to be authentic 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

121 Geometric shape. Looks modern 7/11/2022 3:59 PM 

122 The classic designs hark back to Carlsbad's history, it's good to have a feeling that some 7/11/2022 3:48 PM 
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buildings have been around for many decades. The modern designs should be accessible, simple, 
clean, using combinations of modern and natural materials. Also love condos with a first floor devoted 
to businesses. 

 

123 Classic and timeless 7/11/2022 3:43 PM 

124 The windows letting it a lot of natural light for positivity, creativity and growth in each space 7/11/2022 3:42 PM 

125 I like the clean lines, elevation details, and character 7/11/2022 3:42 PM 

126 Distinctive and timeless 7/11/2022 3:18 PM 

127 Classic, timeless, homey, welcoming 7/11/2022 2:25 PM 

128 Spanish revival seems the closest fit for the history and character of the Barrio. 7/11/2022 1:32 PM 

129 Reminiscent of existing and historical build 7/11/2022 1:17 PM 

130 They don’t look like boxes stacked on boxes 7/11/2022 12:37 PM 

131 Existing style of the village. 7/11/2022 12:13 PM 

132 They fit in with the aesthetic Carlsbad represents 7/11/2022 11:59 AM 

133 In my mind they match the existing architecture or support it. 7/11/2022 11:45 AM 

134 the classic craftsman and irving gill styles looks more uniquely curated to the area and more cared 
about. makes the area look cohesive and saves a little history of the area. this feels more inspiring and 
inviting for residents to be active in the community and know the neighborhood better and care for it. 

7/11/2022 11:43 AM 

135 Seems most in line with the current demographic of the barrio 7/11/2022 11:34 AM 

136 Reflection of Carlsbad history, and provides a warm community feeling. 7/11/2022 11:29 AM 

137 They have character and won't all look exactly alike. 7/11/2022 11:26 AM 

138 Continues the old-world atmosphere of Carlsbad village. A blend of old-world character together with 
modern or contemporary touches brings a nice balance that keeps the traditional feel of the village 
while modernizing it to a certain degree 

7/11/2022 11:23 AM 

139 They have simple, clean lines. They look modern and have a coastal vibe. 7/11/2022 10:28 AM 

140 The character and welcoming feeling it gives. That it doesn't make it feel like a new city block but one 
that you grew up with. 

7/11/2022 10:18 AM 

141 The styles are seen throughout Southern California. 7/11/2022 10:15 AM 

142 I feel craftsman style offer a clean but yet aesthetically pleasing building with a lot of character. The 
mercantile design gives the Main Street feel for mixed use development 

7/11/2022 9:59 AM 

143 They preserve the current architecture. 7/11/2022 8:47 AM 

144 I like historic and quaint. Even to a blend. It's important that architects plan the building around the 
city. Avoid developers taking cheap short cuts on the design and creating what we call "trashatecture." 
Mixing in the beach bungalows. 

7/11/2022 4:06 AM 

145 They fit with many of the current buildings. 7/10/2022 4:14 PM 

146 My daughter is a grad student at UCLA in Urban Planning and Sustainability. She said we need to 
consider that certain styles (Colonial) look good with a lot of greenery, which we don't have. Cape Cod 
style is quaint and beautiful but hard to build tall. People like large windows for light, Spanish Revival 
white reflects light - good. Craftsman has interest but windows need to be large enough to let in light. 

7/10/2022 2:26 PM 

147 spanish revival- bc it mimics buildings that were here in the 20s American mercantile- bc it preserves 
the feel of state street and can be adapted to need for more dwellings in the village Craftsman- if done 
correctly. The building you chose is not a good example. Irving Gil- Classy for upper end homes- not so 
great for village or barrio. How about mentioning "Barrio cottage?" That would be one way to preserve 
our Barrio as it originally grew. 

7/9/2022 4:48 PM 

148 The mid century modern picture example does not represent that Architectural style well. 7/9/2022 2:38 PM 
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There are, though, some beautiful examples in the local area which include indoor/outdoor areas, 
glazing with views and connection to nature with a japenese/eastern pacific touch natural 
sustainable materials, wood, stone and colors, shapes that blend in with 
natural environment and topography. The 92009 area I live in has many good example all around the 
LA Costa golf course. An excellent example of cutle little communities that people love to walk 
around. The different housing around Caringa Way, and across the golf course off of LA Costa ave. 
Many of these developments built in the 70's have vaulted ceilings, variety, views, character age well 
(if maintained) 

 

149 charm and nostalgia. 7/9/2022 2:22 PM 

150 Visually appealing and diverse. 7/9/2022 10:29 AM 

151 I don't think the city should dictate which style anyone uses, they should be able to decide for themselves 7/9/2022 10:20 AM 

152 California bungalow, and craftsman single family homes were common place in the barrio. 7/9/2022 7:52 AM 

153 I wish Carlsbad would have a theme of the architecture they use. Seems it's all over the place. Carlsbad 
needs to stay charming and beach vibe. Victorian is original and I love that feel. NOT MODERN 

7/8/2022 8:59 PM 

154 Friendly, inviting, relaxing 7/8/2022 6:18 PM 

155 They will stand the test of time. 7/8/2022 5:01 PM 

156 Retains some Mexican history. 7/8/2022 4:36 PM 

157 None. Stop building in the Barrio and Village, please. 7/8/2022 4:13 PM 

158 Quality architectural detailing and familiarity, won’t feel outdated in 10 years. 7/8/2022 3:14 PM 

159 character. matches older buildings in the village 7/8/2022 2:25 PM 

160 Appropriate and timeless for the area 7/8/2022 12:45 PM 

161 Vibes 7/8/2022 12:36 PM 

162 They have character that fits Carlsbad's current vibe. 7/8/2022 12:34 PM 

163 They seem quaint and stylish. 7/8/2022 11:52 AM 

164 Fit better in So.Cal especially the Spanish Revival. Even these are great in re: having the feel of 
"village" or "Barrio". 

7/8/2022 11:24 AM 

165 It easily delineates the business vs. living spaces. In some of the contemporary designs, it is difficult to 
determine if there are businesses on the first level or not. American Mercantile is a cohesive style that 
adds the quaint at the same time. 

7/8/2022 10:23 AM 

166 Clean lines, lasting design, beachy 7/8/2022 10:22 AM 

167 More than style I would say density and height will be an issue ... the charm is being stripped away from 
the Village and Barrio areas daily. 

7/8/2022 8:56 AM 

168 Keeping the village quant 7/8/2022 7:52 AM 

169 Has charm. The big boxes being built so not. Don’t call it a village if you’re going to make it look like a 
square box city. 

7/8/2022 6:48 AM 

170 Appropriate to warm, coastal locations 7/8/2022 5:53 AM 

171 I prefer the homieness of your Colonial/Cape Cod and Craftsman styles, but where is the traditional 
“California Beach” style? It represents our treasured history. The style is simple with moderate sizing 
and emphasis is on the surrounding family neighborhood. Com’n people, we are CARLSBAD! 

7/7/2022 10:48 PM 

172 They have personality. They have character. Buildings like that contemporary eclectic are absolutely 
horrid. And I would not call it eclectic. The house on Basswood where Adams St ends is what I consider 
eclectic. 

7/7/2022 9:37 PM 

173 Quaint 7/7/2022 8:50 PM 
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174 Clean lines, not overly ornate, continues with the eclectic vibe of the Village. 7/7/2022 8:37 PM 
 

175 Fits in with the existing culture 7/7/2022 8:22 PM 

176 They are most in line with what is already there and are beautiful to look at. 7/7/2022 7:56 PM 

177 Quaint Classic Classy 7/7/2022 7:06 PM 

178 They continue from past history of the town. 7/7/2022 6:29 PM 

179 Good opportunities for bottom floor stores/restaurants, fits in with existing architecture. 7/7/2022 6:19 PM 

180 They have character and history 7/7/2022 6:16 PM 

181 It looks like Main Street USA. 7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

182 CA & Hispanic history 7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

183 Blend well together, generally contemporary, not fussy 7/7/2022 5:35 PM 

184 Definitely Craftsman. Right now we have a hodgepodge of architectural designs in the Village. Craftsman 
is pretty broad in design options which can give variance but yet keep it all tied together better. Spanish 
is lovely but we don't have any Spanish that stands out, like Santa Barbara, so we'd be starting from 
scratch. 

7/7/2022 5:34 PM 

185 Quaint, Classic & Beachy Styles. 7/7/2022 5:16 PM 

186 Fits with Carlsbad lifestyle. 7/7/2022 5:13 PM 

187 Variety 7/7/2022 5:02 PM 

188 I think they typify Carlsbad. 7/7/2022 5:02 PM 

189 Traditional and warm 7/7/2022 4:58 PM 

190 They coordinate well with being at the beach. 7/7/2022 4:53 PM 

191 American Mercantile is an architectural style I like the most as it depicts the relaxed hometown feel 
of Carlsbad in a newer revision of its self with an easy setback & does not give the appearance of an 
overtly dense. 

7/7/2022 4:45 PM 

192 Keeps the village looking charming and new additions should blend in with existing charming style… not 
square, modern and ugly 

7/7/2022 4:36 PM 

193 I feel these styles support many of the older buildings in the Village and convey a feeling of comfort, 
"small town" and tradition. 

7/7/2022 4:36 PM 

194 Spanish revival and craftsman have lots of flexibility for place-based adjustments and the light colors 
are appropriate for the large amount of sun we get in Carlsbad. They are appropriate with the beach and 
would likely result in a welcoming Mediterranean/Spanish feeling in the neighborhood. Irving Gill isn't 
as good as the other two, but would also be appropriate due to the soft design features 

7/7/2022 8:20 AM 

195 Barrio is a spanish word for neighborhood therefore the look fits the spanish (hispanic) culture best 7/6/2022 7:45 PM 

196 unique character 7/6/2022 3:26 PM 

197 The styles I chose seem to match the area in my opinion. 7/6/2022 1:00 PM 

198 Not industrial 7/6/2022 10:40 AM 

199 Modern and clean lines. Craftsman retains character of Village 7/5/2022 3:33 PM 

200 Match best of current village, please quit pretending the barrio should be the village. 7/4/2022 7:44 AM 

201 They have character. Not cookie cutter; not like every other city. 7/4/2022 1:39 AM 

202 Historical. Unique to Carlsbad. Not cookie-cutter like everywhere else. 7/3/2022 7:05 PM 

203 They have small-town and village character. 7/3/2022 3:44 PM 

204 Eclectic and follow what has historically been built 7/2/2022 12:45 PM 
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205 Are you planning to build these huge monstrosities?!! Horrible in any design!! 7/2/2022 7:58 AM 
 

206 Aesthetic appeal 7/1/2022 7:50 PM 

207 Live/work feel. You can step right out of your door into the Village for dinner or entertainment. 7/1/2022 7:12 PM 

208 Quaint, village like 7/1/2022 3:23 PM 

209 The difference in the height of the exterior feature, it's simplicity and balance. 7/1/2022 1:52 PM 

210 Not cheap-looking 3-story boxes-- buildings in the village and bario should reflect the character of the 
neighborhood, it's history and the people. It's not a modern part of Carlsbad, it's older, beachier and 
artsier--the buildings should reflect this. 

7/1/2022 1:31 PM 

211 I didn't choose one. None of these has color, warm curb appeal, something that says, "I'm home". It 
needs room for the RESIDENTS to have input. There needs to be room for those who will live there to 
have impact on the design. 

7/1/2022 10:11 AM 

212 welcoming, warm , historic, beachy 7/1/2022 7:37 AM 

213 windows, air flow, views, design for today and tomorrow's living 7/1/2022 7:23 AM 

214 They have character and charm. They are not over imposing cold blocks. They are welcoming, inviting, 
and allow sunlight to hit the streets and sidewalks. 

6/30/2022 10:42 PM 

215 More indicative of Spanish / Mexican past. 6/30/2022 9:30 PM 

216 We like styles compatible with the coastal environment, giving a fresh, laid back, village look. The 
existing Victorian (pictured) and other historical buildings in the Barrio need to be honored and 
maintained, but not duplicated in new buildings. The newer modern projects are glaringly 
incompatible and offensive. 

6/30/2022 6:45 PM 

217 The represent the village. 6/30/2022 4:41 PM 

218 They have character. 6/30/2022 2:07 PM 

219 They have character. 6/30/2022 12:10 PM 

220 Clean lines, Not too bare, Not overly ornate and NOT old fashioned looking 6/30/2022 11:33 AM 

221 Similar/same as what was in the Village prior to the newer developments 6/30/2022 10:55 AM 

222 Some character 6/30/2022 9:56 AM 

223 They are all ugly and unhappy. 6/30/2022 8:44 AM 

224 fits history and culture of Carlsbad 6/30/2022 8:35 AM 

225 I like the craftsman style best for the areas, it has the new mix with the old look. which is what we 
have the old is growing into the new development. 

6/30/2022 8:32 AM 

226 The Spanish style blends in more readily to the Southern California lifestyle and predominant 
architecture of the older areas. It is quaint and inviting. Craftsman properties are not stark and cold 
looking like some other types of architecture, and are more warm, inviting, and aesthetically pleasant 
to view. 

6/30/2022 7:57 AM 

227 Morse en architecture embracing the community that is the barrio. The barrio in Carlsbad is Spanish and 
always has been. We need to e corporate that in the design. 

6/30/2022 7:16 AM 

228 They are small and/or traditional for this area, that have curb appeal, that are structures that look like 
a home and not a house. Most of the pictures I selected are buildings that were constructed when 
Carlsbad was established or are recognizable to people visiting our city. I have had relatives visiting 
from other countries (Canada, Argentina, Italy) and they have commented on these charming 
buildings that have been in Carlsbad since the beginning. 

6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

229 They have character and are more inviting. 6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

230 it reflects the "barrio culture" 6/30/2022 4:13 AM 

231 they are diverse and classic while not being cookie cutter 6/30/2022 12:10 AM 

232 unique; they can be both modern and classic 6/29/2022 11:16 PM 
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233 Diverse 6/29/2022 10:41 PM 
 

234 Spanish tile roofing is attractive and lends to diversity feeling of the village 6/29/2022 10:15 PM 

235 They are all horrible 6/29/2022 10:00 PM 

236 Clean lines, upgraded materials used throughout, Recessed large windows, porches , overhangs, 
interesting roof lines, distinctive entry ways, classic architectural colors 

6/29/2022 9:49 PM 

237 Spanish Revival, Contemporary Eclictic 6/29/2022 9:02 PM 

238 Arches, canopies, balconies 6/29/2022 8:30 PM 

239 Cape Cod give a nice upscale architecture style look for our beach city. Craftsman is adopted well in 
California. Tudor, Spanish Revival, Victoria are all good choices. 

6/29/2022 7:59 PM 

240 Individuality 6/29/2022 7:55 PM 

241 They are old-fashioned, retro/vintage style looking. 6/29/2022 7:23 PM 

242 Maintains current character. 6/29/2022 7:13 PM 

243 They have personality. 6/29/2022 7:01 PM 

244 They aren’t the new ugly giant buildings that are taking away the seaside village we once had. 6/29/2022 6:40 PM 

245 Somewhat of beach vibe. 6/29/2022 5:25 PM 

246 They exemplify revival architectural styles found historically in California - specifically Spanish, 
Craftsman, and Prairie (Irving Gill) They are also revival styles that can be constructed today with 
relative integrity unlike Tudor which just end up looking cheap since the labor and skill to really 
accomplish half-timbering is cost prohibitive. 

6/29/2022 5:07 PM 

247 Craftsman, Spanish Revival, Victorian, and Tudor are consistent with the character and historical 
architecture of the communities. Early and mid-century modern architecture is similarly consistent 
and, in the case of the Irving Gill style, uniquely tied to the region and often incorporates Spanish 
Revival elements. 

6/29/2022 4:52 PM 

248 I did not choose any of these as one that I would like to see would have more orientation to the 
pedestrian realm with details at the ground level, access to gathering spaces, such as 
piazzas, etc., period lighting, charm through architectural details such as pop-outs, balconies, etc. None 
of these examples provide those details or inspiration. While the Cape Cod style offers some charm, it 
is specific to a different area of the country and, in my opinion, would be out of place in Carlsbad. This 
is something really important to get right. One should take a look at placemaking design inspiration as a 
starting point. What makes great spaces great? Why do we want to gather there? What makes it 
attractive? What timeless design features could be incorporated? What about off-sets and view 
corridors? Has landscape, lighting, and street furniture been considered? What are the overall goals? 
Frankly, I am concerned that at this stage, we are including a menu of architectural styles, without 
spending time and effort on what is the goal and/and or desired outcome. Picking a architectural style 
from a menu of options seems a bit backwards to me. 

6/29/2022 4:46 PM 

249 add charm to community. Focus on beach and community. Spanish revival fits the history of Carlsbad. 6/29/2022 4:33 PM 

250 Keep it clean and simple. Please do not increase the heights. It will already be big enough. 6/29/2022 4:28 PM 

251 Reflects the history of California and is consistent with other coastal cities architecture in California. See 
Laguna Beach, Santa Barbara, Monterey, La Jolla, as examples. 

6/29/2022 4:27 PM 

252 They have character and they are timeless. 6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

253 Rounded edges, less industrial 6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

254 They do not look like communist blocks or prisons. They are a reflection of USA's history of homes with a 
nice looking appearance. 

6/29/2022 3:56 PM 

255 Spanish style is a classic- clean looking and will not become dated. This is a perfect California and 
Carlsbad style.It reminds me of Santa Barbara. 

6/29/2022 3:46 PM 

256 I like the architectural styles that look older, classic and maybe even look like a specific region/count
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ry. I think the Spanish style always looks appropriate and classic in Southern 6/29/2022 3:24 PM 
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California but I am not averse to the Victorian (like Village Faire) or the European Tudor (Carlsbad Inn, 
Carlsbad Water/Spa). I think the newer condos at 163 Acacia are a nice Spanish stucco/Italian blend 
(although very expensive). The single family stucco home at Chestnut and Garfield (southwest corner) 
is beautiful. 

 

257 Either copy Neimans or the Spanish history. Please don’t do modern, doesn’t fit our style. Stop over 
developing with mega boxes 

6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

258 Fits a village and diverse cultural community 6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

259 Classic styles that fits in a long established community , appropriate styles for region 6/29/2022 3:20 PM 

260 Interesting and charming 6/29/2022 3:02 PM 

261 traditional styles usually used in small historic sturctures to be authentic 6/29/2022 2:47 PM 

262 In keeping with much of the styling in our area 6/29/2022 2:42 PM 

263 Fits in with the culture of the community 6/29/2022 2:39 PM 

264 we need to bridge the existing older, poorer carlsbad structures to the denser, wealthier city we’ve 
become. To accommodate a diverse set of businesses from low to high end that’s comfortable for 
pedestrians, i think traditional CA spanish revival and craftsman avoid the jarring islands of modern 
and fake victorian that feel less welcoming and often just ugly 

6/29/2022 2:39 PM 

265 They mix with current designs, they are best for building 1-4 stories, cheap developers are less likely to 
mess up and get away with the horrors that have been recently built in the village 

6/29/2022 2:30 PM 

266 It fits with the So Cal look 6/29/2022 2:29 PM 

267 They do not look like stack and packs. They do not look like a prison. They do not look institutional 6/29/2022 2:23 PM 

268 The architectural styles that I chose reflect the original character of some of the buildings from early in 
the city’s history. 

6/29/2022 1:59 PM 

269 originality 6/29/2022 1:51 PM 

270 Human scaled massing variation use of organic materials 6/29/2022 1:47 PM 

271 Balconies/ windows/ underground parking/ i would hope barrio would have a strong cultural aspect - 
none of these styles suit. Cedros Avenue in Solana Beach is perfect for the village. 

6/29/2022 1:41 PM 

272 A mixture of quaint and tradition, that allows density without creating a street of slab-sided buildings. 6/29/2022 1:36 PM 

273 Craftsman appeals the most to me because it refuses to hide its bones. 6/29/2022 1:31 PM 

274 Fits with barrio theme - feels like southern california 6/29/2022 1:27 PM 

275 Clean lines, sophisticated, 6/29/2022 1:23 PM 

276 They represent an old style culture that can be eclectic and unique. 6/29/2022 1:13 PM 

277 Historic 6/29/2022 12:40 PM 

278 They fit the style of Carlsbad and the village feel. Coastal california. 6/29/2022 12:32 PM 

279 Usually small bungalows not high rises 6/29/2022 11:44 AM 

280 Appropriate 6/29/2022 11:39 AM 

281 The mix of wood and brick with the idea that these two materials can be combined in different ways to 
create a united yet diversified look. All styles chosen are from An earlier era so they reflect a historical 
past and are quaint. Provides a sense of permanence. 

6/29/2022 11:38 AM 

282 These styles create a sense of the diverse backgrounds that come to the community, while keeping a 
cleaner, modern aesthetic that is more versatile to blend in with the existing architecture and 
environment. 

6/29/2022 11:36 AM 

283 Spanish revival is our heritage. 6/29/2022 11:35 AM 

284 It's Carlsbad 6/29/2022 11:32 AM 
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285 clean lines open relaxed 6/29/2022 11:26 AM 
 

286 Timeless, suited to culture and climate of area. 6/29/2022 11:10 AM 

287 Creative architecture. Inviting, charming. Different from Los Angeles and Orange Counties! 6/29/2022 11:07 AM 

288 I like the structure and the craftsmanship about the style. 6/29/2022 11:04 AM 

289 The history of these styles in Carlsbad's Village. 6/29/2022 11:00 AM 

290 they have character and go with the current styles 6/29/2022 11:00 AM 

291 Fits in with existing buildings 6/29/2022 10:50 AM 

292 Those styles retain a village image. 6/29/2022 10:37 AM 

293 Pleasing to the eye. 6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

294 Diverse looks, not cookie cutter, timeless. 6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

295 monochrome palette, applicable to southern California- we are not the mid west or east coast 6/29/2022 10:23 AM 

296 Long standing style, old fashioned character 6/29/2022 10:22 AM 

297 Keeping in line with what we currently have too modern for our “village beach town” 6/29/2022 10:21 AM 

298 more traditional style 6/29/2022 10:15 AM 

299 Colonial/Cape Cod and Spanish Revival are architecturally interesting. 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

300 COZY, FRIENDLIER FEEL 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

301 Spanish revival is most consistent with heritage. Contemporary Eclectic is more in line with changes to 
other coastal cities 

6/29/2022 10:05 AM 

302 Clean but not sterile, with design details and not stark. Welcoming, not prison like. 6/29/2022 10:00 AM 

303 Built in fire resistance (tile roofs/stucco). Staggered roof lines. 6/29/2022 9:55 AM 

304 They're not modern. Modern architecture should not be used. It's not in keeping with the current 
eclectic style. 

6/29/2022 9:54 AM 

305 Buildings are large, but have character. 6/29/2022 9:52 AM 

306 Craftsman is our personal favorite architectural style and is prevalent in old SoCal, American Mercantile 
fits the QUAINTness of our village . WHY NO TRADITIONAL "OLD MEXICO" DESIGN? 

6/29/2022 9:49 AM 

307 Please keep the quaint charming city from becoming a concrete city 6/29/2022 9:48 AM 

308 Quaint, character, welcoming.... 6/29/2022 9:45 AM 

309 Visually interesting. More small town look. Welcoming to pedestrians vs. cars. 6/29/2022 9:44 AM 

310 They fit with the rest of the cities look 6/29/2022 9:44 AM 

311 It's time for Carlsbad to modernize and not look like an aging 1980s terra cotta shopping mall 6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

312 The respect it conveys for the history of the area. 6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

313 Fits with traditional architecture of Carlsbad. Aesthetically, these are not my first picks, but here 
should be some overall design theme for the village. Newer buildings in the village are of all different 
architecture styles and it's losing that feel of a village, for sure. 

6/29/2022 9:37 AM 

314 They are the smallest buildings not huge overwhelming buildings. These buildings have classic charm and 
character. 

6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

315 Coastal colors and style. Blends the past with the present. 6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

316 They represent what Carlsbad really started out being in the early days. 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

317 Modern & clean. Windows & balconies provide access to light & fresh air. 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

318 Spanish revival is somewhat in keeping with Mexican heritage, American mercantile has a nice village feel and Cape 
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Cod style fits the beach town esthetic. 6/29/2022 9:33 AM 
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319 These are throwbacks to the original "vibe" of the village, and they're unique! We need more character 
and color! 

6/29/2022 9:28 AM 

320 Modern style that will help Carlsbad stand out as unique 6/29/2022 9:27 AM 

321 Fits Southern California 6/29/2022 9:22 AM 

322 colonial/cape cod 6/29/2022 9:21 AM 

323 Not modern, local charm 6/29/2022 9:10 AM 

324 As opposed to the concrete and pseudo-Craftsman boxes that have been popping up, these Victorian 
and Cape Cod styles have a welcoming, unique, historic character that could tie into the best of our 
existing development and distinguish Carlsbad from other CA coastal downtowns that primarily have 
a Spanish architectural style. I would love for Carlsbad to be known as the "Carmel of Southern 
California." 

6/29/2022 9:10 AM 

325 Exterior access 6/29/2022 9:03 AM 

326 Beach vibes. 6/29/2022 9:01 AM 

327 Beach vibe with character 6/29/2022 8:59 AM 

328 Homey; feels like Carlsbad 6/29/2022 8:56 AM 

329 Classic and coastal styles will complement the current Village. 6/29/2022 8:52 AM 

330 Looks BEACHY and not city 6/29/2022 8:47 AM 

331 More character, less big box look. 6/29/2022 8:46 AM 

332 Clean looking with some Spanish influence is perfect for the bario. 6/29/2022 8:46 AM 

333 They fit in with the current iconic buildings in the Village 6/29/2022 8:42 AM 

334 Ties to California architectural history. 6/29/2022 8:40 AM 

335 Charming 6/29/2022 8:36 AM 

336 Still representing some of the historical elements of Carlsbad while embracing a clean vision of the future. 6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

337 Fits a beach area. Warm and inviting. Not a modern box that won’t age well 6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

338 clean, timeless 6/29/2022 8:29 AM 

339 Its relaxing and pleasant to the eye 6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

340 The Spanish Revival is representative of California's earliest settlements and reminds me of Santa 
Barbara. It's bright and clean. The Colonial/Cape Cod and Craftsman remind me of a beach town. 

6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

341 Looks like it belongs in Carlsbad 6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

342 Collectively uninspiring. Some of this, some of that. Not integrated creating a disjointed presentation of 
styles and buildings. Inconsistent street frontage treatments. 

6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

343 The contemporary and modern look and feel. A sign of new life. 6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

344 calm, attractive but different, fun to walk and view, maintains the character of the village 6/29/2022 8:25 AM 

345 I think we need to differentiate between the Village and Barrio to allow each to take on their own 
architectural style which respect their histories but also are complementary. The current Village 
aesthetic is a mashup which reflects that lack of uniformly applied development regulations and 
design guidelines and the slow development and redevelopment of the Village. Perhaps the most 
"iconic" building in the Village, the Twin Inns building, is Victorian but little else reflects this style. The 
rest of the Village Faire center feels disjointed, including the Starbucks building. Newer buildings are 
taking on the more contemporary eclectic style, but that doesn't match some other more Tudor 
inspired architecture. My personal preference for the Village would be more Tudor/Craftsman with 
some main street/American Mercantile. 

6/29/2022 8:24 AM 

346 Match w Carlsbad 6/29/2022 8:08 AM 
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347 Comfortable, modern and cohesive, smooth stucco, second floor stepped back to keep it less 

overwhelming 
6/29/2022 8:08 AM 

 

348 How these builds will compliment the surrounding buildings, enhance the overall culture of downtown 
Carlsbad, and fit with our community’s history. 

6/29/2022 8:07 AM 

349 Most fitting of a Southern Californian Identity. 6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

350 Classic, historical significance 6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

351 Iconic and visually appealing 6/29/2022 8:03 AM 

352 The design details and that they are appropriate to the local context. 6/29/2022 8:03 AM 

353 Preserving the existing character. Relaxed old world small town. Local history was rooted in its Luiseno 
Indians, Spanish Missions, Mexican Ranchos, and German settlers. 

6/29/2022 8:02 AM 

354 It is interesting to look at and provides architectural relief from a "box" 6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

355 Craftsman 6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

356 Whatever is most self sustaining. Buildings should not block all the sunlight. Place Park like areas 
around new buildings . 

6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

357 Warm character. There is a story and a history behind these styles. They evoke emotion...unlike big 
boxy white or beige buildings have no story to tell - no history or reference to anything people can 
relate to or feel warm about. 

6/29/2022 8:00 AM 

358 They fit with the neighboorhood and are contemporary to the original homes that were built. 6/29/2022 7:55 AM 

359 It feels more true to the San Diego Latinx scene which has very much been a part of the Barrio. 6/29/2022 7:54 AM 

360 They are more traditional in regards to higher density population areas, and less industrial or bare 6/29/2022 7:53 AM 

361 I love the tie to local history with the Spanish Revival style and the historical connection with Mr Gill. 
Carlsbad has quite a few Craftsman homes, so it suits the area. 

6/29/2022 7:52 AM 

362 Low key 6/29/2022 7:47 AM 

363 Irregular surfaces and rooflines with upper floors Set back from front to create more open feel for 
pedestrians. 

6/29/2022 7:45 AM 

364 Has character. Reflects Carlsbad history and/or the beach/coast location. Attractive. 6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

365 I really don't like any of them. Why didn't you choose Leo Carillo house? Or Fidels area? Victorian 
doesn't reflect BEACH, Cape Cod is EAST. Obviously, there is no one theme, it's just a mismatch of poor 
designs by horrible architects. 

6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

366 Timeless 6/29/2022 7:43 AM 

367 represent all the good facets of the building currently in place 6/29/2022 7:43 AM 

368 Traditional. 6/29/2022 7:37 AM 

369 Blend with and are similar to existing styles in the Village. 6/28/2022 5:22 PM 

370 Timeless, historic, will age well, fitting for the community and current buildings in the area. NOT 
"modern" 

6/28/2022 10:45 AM 

371 Test 6/27/2022 3:05 PM 
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Q4 What do you dislike about the architectural styles that you did not choose? 
Answered: 363 Skipped: 62 

 
 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 See answer above. 7/18/2022 10:13 PM 

2 The others are dated and tacky. 7/18/2022 6:25 PM 

3 The others look outdated and tired 7/18/2022 2:28 PM 

4 The others are outdated and ugly. Please stop with the "Spanish" strip mall look. 7/18/2022 2:13 PM 

5 We need more choices than what have been presented. 7/18/2022 2:09 PM 

6 They don't belong with the culture of California 7/18/2022 1:04 PM 

7 Uninteresting. 7/18/2022 6:56 AM 

8 I don’t think they fit the character of our village 7/17/2022 11:45 AM 

9 Dated 7/17/2022 8:58 AM 

10 They use all the space and go to close to the roads and sidewalks 7/15/2022 12:27 PM 

11 In my opinion the current feel of the village is more approachable than the styles I didn't select. Each of 
those styles work better as standout structures if they were to be added to the village or barrio it 
would make the structures feel isolated within the community or over populate the design style 
making the building feel generic. 

7/14/2022 4:21 PM 

12 Modern box style not appealing. Could be anywhere USA cookie cutter design. 7/14/2022 9:15 AM 

13 Too generic 7/14/2022 2:50 AM 

14 Victorian style is applicable to centerpiece buildings but cannot be successfully used multiple times in 
the Village. Since the Twin's Inn already commands the views from Carlsbad Boulevard as a Victorian 
centerpiece, it pretty much exhausts the possibilities of its use elsewhere. There is a pseudo-Tudor 
building, the Old World center, on Grand Ave. It is a very kitschy structure that proves that Tudor is a 
bad fit for a coastal town. Mid-century modern is bleak and barren. Irving Gill is dull and unoriginal. 
Craftsman is also a fairly dull choice. 

7/13/2022 11:08 PM 

15 they don't blend in with the current community 7/13/2022 5:18 PM 

16 Too modern, does not really reflect the barrio. 7/13/2022 4:45 PM 

17 Boring first of all and the others look cheap especially Mid-Century or Victorian 7/13/2022 3:41 PM 

18 Old school, no appeal 7/13/2022 2:18 PM 

19 Too modern ( only appeals for a short time), or outdated ( Victorian looks old and not pretty for today) 
Cape cod is also coastal and the look will stand the test of time ( see the East coast which is old yet 
beautiful) except that real brick will be less upkeep in the long run but both styles are beautiful 

7/13/2022 12:41 PM 

20 All that are over two stories. Retail space on the ground floor that sits empty. Lack of setback that 
would allow for more foliage,trees ,water wise planting and seating areas 

7/13/2022 12:17 PM 

21 They don't fit in as well. 7/13/2022 11:35 AM 

22 Too blankd and doesn't sit back from the sidewalk. Very oppressive. 7/13/2022 11:15 AM 

23 Aesthetically unattractive/generic and don’t fit well in Carlsbad. The Springhill Suites on Carlsbad Blvd 
and the building at Carlsbad Village Dr and Harding (with Verizon and Subway) are great examples of 
how buildings in the Village should *not* look. 

7/13/2022 10:47 AM 
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24 we are not a victorian village, nor do we have any other american mercantile looks to our village 

- irving gill might be acceptable as a renown architecture 
7/13/2022 9:25 AM 

 

25 Styles don't fit area. 7/13/2022 8:32 AM 

26 Cold and hard, no charm, does not fit in with what was already existing 7/13/2022 8:11 AM 

27 Other styles do not reflect the history of the barrio. The barrio is a unique and special place in Carlsbad 
we need to protect it, the residents who live there, and its history. 

7/13/2022 7:50 AM 

28 Flat modern boxed with tiny balconies do not fit in our charming historical downtown 7/13/2022 6:56 AM 

29 Mid century is not attractive; downtown merchantile is not a neighborhood residential style but a 
commercial style. Eclectic is not a beach friendly style. It should fit the culture of the area, beach, 
coastal, So Calif. Friendly. 

7/13/2022 6:55 AM 

30 American Mercantile looks like something in the midwest: very boxy with no style. 7/13/2022 3:16 AM 

31 too modern 7/12/2022 7:08 PM 

32 TOO TALL AND BULKY. And American Mercantile and Contemporary Eclectic do not fit the beach vibe. 7/12/2022 6:17 PM 

33 Do not fit style or seem boring 7/12/2022 4:10 PM 

34 econo-boxes with no sense of style 7/12/2022 3:49 PM 

35 Too modern 7/12/2022 3:21 PM 

36 too modern 7/12/2022 2:56 PM 

37 Modern and others clashe with coastal lifestyle and current architecture. 7/12/2022 2:21 PM 

38 To modern doesn't go with the feel of the area 7/12/2022 2:06 PM 

39 More modern styles tend to look outdated and old after time. The simpler lines also tend to show dirt 
and wear and tear from the elements more. 

7/12/2022 1:50 PM 

40 boring, looks 70s 7/12/2022 1:17 PM 

41 Very little connection to the historical Carlsbad community. 7/12/2022 12:59 PM 

42 The buildings that have been put up in Carlsbad the last few years are just huge square boxes with no 
character or architectural interest whatsoever. They look very institutional and detract from what the 
VILLAGE of Carlsbad has been. The character of the village is what brings people here and everything 
built recently completely negates that. Smaller and quaint is the direction we need to keep Carlsbad 
village a unique destination that feels like home. 

7/12/2022 12:43 PM 

43 The other styles beside Tudor and Victorian look like everywhere else in the country. Nothing memorable 
about them. 

7/12/2022 10:53 AM 

44 Distraction from primary focus of name (sister city in Germany) 7/12/2022 10:39 AM 

45 Looks like something that would be in a big city 7/12/2022 10:26 AM 

46 N/A 7/12/2022 9:56 AM 

47 Contemporary Eclectic 7/12/2022 9:44 AM 

48 Too boxy and too close together 7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

49 Colonial or cape cod on the west coast is out of context 7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

50 We lose the feeling of the village 7/12/2022 9:19 AM 

51 Less cohesive and too distinctive to blend in with the coastal community of Carlsbad. 7/12/2022 9:15 AM 

52 Not consistent with Carlsbad and hideously ugly. Any place can look like Irvine, an urban jungle. 7/12/2022 8:31 AM 

53 I don’t think the Tudor fits the feel of the beach town. And if it’s too modern it won’t stand the test of 
time 

7/12/2022 8:31 AM 

54 Ugly 7/12/2022 8:23 AM 
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55 I don’t like huge tall buildings. They look like the unwelcome ones in Oceanside near the beach. Those 

ruined the coastline. 
7/12/2022 7:27 AM 

56 They are either too modern or too Anglo-centric European. 7/12/2022 7:23 AM 

57 I don't like modern. Too stark, cold, sterile 7/12/2022 7:04 AM 

58 Ugly 7/12/2022 6:06 AM 

59 Some seem outdated 7/12/2022 5:51 AM 

60 More modern styles clash with Carlsbad icons such as: Village Faire (Tudor), Stratford Pub on State & 
Grand, and Carlsbad Aquifor Water Store. 

7/12/2022 3:24 AM 

61 Wont fit in with current architecture/feel of town. 7/12/2022 2:15 AM 

62 Impractical 7/12/2022 1:26 AM 

63 Too boxy. Don’t fit the “Village” of Carlsbad that the town is supposed to be. Too many of the new 
condos are boxes! No village feel at all. 

7/11/2022 11:26 PM 

64 Dated designs or styles that will not age well and don’t compliment existing buildings. 7/11/2022 11:25 PM 

65 I dislike copies of other areas/eras 7/11/2022 10:15 PM 

66 Not right for the area any longer 7/11/2022 9:52 PM 

67 While some of the designs represent an old carlsbad village feel of the past, like the Tudor and Victorian, 
this feels dated. The modern example looks too cold and uninviting. American mercantile looks out of 
place with this part of the coast and country, 

7/11/2022 9:41 PM 

68 The Tudor building in the village just doesn’t fit, it’s awkward. The other styles aren’t as welcoming as the 
two I selected. We want a vibrant village, but we also want a village where tourists come and think “wow, 
what an awesome place to live.” 

7/11/2022 9:05 PM 

69 Old fashioned, cluttered feeling… 7/11/2022 9:00 PM 

70 Modern is cold rather than quaint and welcoming. 7/11/2022 8:51 PM 

71 Doesn't retain the culture of old Barrio. 7/11/2022 8:47 PM 

72 Outdated and busy 7/11/2022 8:40 PM 

73 Too modern, boxy, concrete, sterile 7/11/2022 8:24 PM 

74 Too modern for the way carlsbad used to be 7/11/2022 8:21 PM 

75 Many are old school. 7/11/2022 8:20 PM 

76 They are boxes and have the same exact look on every corner with no character. 7/11/2022 8:19 PM 

77 Too busy or too modern 7/11/2022 7:23 PM 

78 Some were boring, no style or charm. 7/11/2022 7:22 PM 

79 The styles look modern (mid-century modern, Irving Gill and contemporary eclectic) and not in keeping 
with our village of Carlsbad. The Craftsman and Spanish Revival might look nice in the Barrio. But I really 
don’t want to see high rise buildings in Old Carlsbad. Colonial Cape Cod looks more like the East Coast, 
not West Coast. High rise buildings have a tendency to look cold and “brutalist” in our village. I believe 
these types of buildings would look ugly in our charming village area around State Street. Please don’t 
put them there. We don’t want our quaint seaside village of Carlsbad to resemble LA. 

7/11/2022 7:17 PM 

80 The mid century apartments in the area look unwelcoming- too much concrete , few windows, minimal 
green space. 

7/11/2022 7:06 PM 

81 too common, too tall, should limit height to 2 stories. 7/11/2022 7:05 PM 

82 They look out of place 7/11/2022 6:59 PM 

83 Some are too modern others are too old 7/11/2022 6:56 PM 

84 Some look like stacked boxes, no style, cheap, quick and easy to build. 7/11/2022 6:56 PM 
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85 The other styles can be seen all over the country. None say "Carlsbad Village". 7/11/2022 6:54 PM 

 

86 Too many three story buildings cramped together. Contemporary eclectic looks like a housing project. 7/11/2022 6:43 PM 

87 Colonial/ Cape Cod seems more like an East Coast style and American Mercantile seems more like a 
Midwest and East Coast style; both not really like a West Coast beach town. 

7/11/2022 6:37 PM 

88 Look out of place to me in a beach town 7/11/2022 6:31 PM 

89 They feel generic and prefabricated; lack of detail is a way for developers to cut costs. 7/11/2022 6:28 PM 

90 Too uniform 7/11/2022 6:24 PM 

91 Too much building, lack character 7/11/2022 6:12 PM 

92 Does not fit the small village theme/vibe 7/11/2022 6:10 PM 

93 Boxy, Mid Western (Mercantile), Dark, less sunlight feel (Tudor), Wrong Coast (Colonial, Cape Cod). 7/11/2022 5:52 PM 

94 Is "Contemporary Eclectic" a recognized style? It's lack of history allows anything to be thrown into 
such a heading. If a style is going to be called out it should be well documented by several noted 
scholars. Tudor is just plain ugly and we should leave it for Del Mar and St. Malo, with all their 
negative exclusivity. 

7/11/2022 5:39 PM 

95 Touristy looking, cheap looking, Santa Monica looking 7/11/2022 5:36 PM 

96 The american mercantile bring more of a metropolis vibe and or cold weather feel. Too much brick. 7/11/2022 5:25 PM 

97 Do not fit with typical surroundings 7/11/2022 5:24 PM 

98 too heavy, old fashioned, looks like copying old traditional styles, bussy or boring(mid-century) 7/11/2022 5:23 PM 

99 To similar like everyone else 7/11/2022 5:10 PM 

100 Too boxy looking 7/11/2022 5:04 PM 

101 Too distinct and/or not welcoming. 7/11/2022 4:59 PM 

102 Do not fit current aesthetics if the neighborhood 7/11/2022 4:58 PM 

103 Too modern, cold and uninviting and not quaint. 7/11/2022 4:57 PM 

104 Too cutsey 7/11/2022 4:55 PM 

105 Visually not particularly appealing 7/11/2022 4:39 PM 

106 I do not like all the new modern buildings. They have no charm or character. They look like office 
buildings and I'm so sad to see so many old houses/buildings being torn down to put them up. 

7/11/2022 4:28 PM 

107 Tudor and Victorian, while a part of the history of the Village, should not constrain what the future of 
the Village looks like, and they are too ornamental and dated for a modern inviting beach community. 
Mid-Century does not translate well into buildings over 3-story, which is mostly what multi-family 
projects will be. 

7/11/2022 4:26 PM 

108 Some are too far removed from the village "ambiance". 7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

109 Anything that is modern is not consistent with the area's original flavor. If you had had Bungalow, I 
would have chosen that. Whatever is selected should be consistent with the original buildings in the 
area and should not be super sized. 

7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

110 Nothing in particular 7/11/2022 4:19 PM 

111 There is a reason we at Ponto call it Old Carlsbad, because it’s our version of Old Town San Diego and Old 
Temecul, the culture hub. 

7/11/2022 4:12 PM 

112 They are industrial and overshadowing 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

113 Sterile, too contemporary, square, boring, ugly 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 
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114 to much like any where 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 
 

115 Too stark. No warmth. Sterile. 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

116 Too large cold not village in size 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

117 Too busy. 7/11/2022 3:59 PM 

118 Don't like the designs that look outdated and worn down. 7/11/2022 3:48 PM 

119 Tudor is not SoCal. There are plenty of modern styling in industrial parks. And the American mercantile is 
east cost boring. 

7/11/2022 3:43 PM 

120 They seem clothes in cold not enough windows are natural light 7/11/2022 3:42 PM 

121 I don't like how over the top or overly simply the non-selection architectural styles are. 7/11/2022 3:42 PM 

122 See them everywhere. Not distinctive to Carlsbad village. 7/11/2022 3:18 PM 

123 Trying to be something the city is not, trying to build character the city doesn’t reflect 7/11/2022 2:25 PM 

124 many of the contemporary styles shown here would diminish the historical charm of the area and add 
to the sense of function over style created by larger and more dense developments. 

7/11/2022 1:56 PM 

125 Multistory faceless cubes don't fit with the character of the village. 7/11/2022 1:32 PM 

126 Looks cheap, garish, ill fitting 7/11/2022 1:17 PM 

127 Those midcentury modern apartment complexes are boring and outdated. 7/11/2022 12:37 PM 

128 Modern doesn’t fit 7/11/2022 12:13 PM 

129 They read too old school 7/11/2022 11:59 AM 

130 They would stand out creating too much diversity of styles in the area. 7/11/2022 11:45 AM 

131 maybe it’s practical to do the retro apartment complexes and stacked condominiums because it uses 
as much land space as possible but can be jarring next to cool looking 1 and 2 story homes, and 
doesn’t inspire much creativity or show care for the community. it is more closed off because those 
stacked residences are so isolated from the street and there isn’t as much yard space for people to 
safely enjoy being outside in this naturally great environment. they then drive elsewhere to enjoy 
being outside making more traffic. the odd little spaces allowed for plants to grow in don’t encourage 
naturally cooling trees and native water-saving gardens to flourish. that heats up the street more and 
makes it less enjoyable to use the streets for anything other than driving and making more traffic as 
well as using more energy to cool residences. 

7/11/2022 11:43 AM 

132 Tired of everything new in Carlsbad looking like an ugly box. Not sure who is approving these new 3 
story buildings but you are ruining the village and downtown Carlsbad. 

7/11/2022 11:34 AM 

133 Too modern and changes character of Carlsbad, not in a good way. 7/11/2022 11:29 AM 

134 I don't think they will go well with the current esthetic of The Village and Barrio. 7/11/2022 11:26 AM 

135 Ultra modern and contemporary on their own don't blend in with the charm of the village 7/11/2022 11:23 AM 

136 They’re too ornate, like the Victorian or Tudor styles, and don’t have a beachy feel to them. The Mid-
Century Modern and American Mercantile styles are just hideous. 

7/11/2022 10:28 AM 

137 Too modern, not friendly or welcoming. No feeling of history and culture. 7/11/2022 10:18 AM 

138 Concerned with maintenance required to upkeep facades. 7/11/2022 10:15 AM 

139 No character for some and the Tudor and Victoria should only apply to actual Tudor and Victorian… not 
new development to “look like”. 

7/11/2022 9:59 AM 

140 I would hate to see contemporary styles that wouldn't compliment current architecture. 7/11/2022 8:47 AM 

141 Stark and arid buildings that do not blend in with the landscape. We are in the desert. Coastal desert. 
Buildings should reflect the terrain and land. Building in harmony with the land. 

7/11/2022 4:06 AM 

142 They are too stylized. 7/10/2022 4:14 PM 
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143 Too linear, no warmth with straight lines Mid Century Modern and while Contemporary Eclectic uses 

mixed material, it, too, can be very linear, plain and lacking warmth. It looks easier to build as it has 
less making it interesting. 

7/10/2022 2:26 PM 

 

144 Victorian- there is a need to preserve buildings that are authentically victorian. But imitation always 
manage to be too fussy and look out of place. colonial and Tudor- do not have anything to do with 
Carlsbad and beach living Mid-century modern- always ugly. Leave it to Palm Springs. Contemp 
eclectic-Whoever let those buildings go up should have been run out of town on a rail. 

7/9/2022 4:48 PM 

145 I selected craftsmanship but the example shown is an example of faking craftsmanship. the whole 
point of craftsmanship is work done by hand with extra care and attention to details, not a cookie 
cutter fake look with cheap materials that are toxic for the environment and people. 

7/9/2022 2:38 PM 

146 no appeal, looks like typical stores. 7/9/2022 2:22 PM 

147 Too fussy or too industrial in appearance 7/9/2022 10:29 AM 

148 I chose them all, because people should be able to build whatever they want on their property 7/9/2022 10:20 AM 

149 Too large. Too many people. How will Schools, electricity and water infrastructure support this? Bus lines 
can be placed in other areas to allow building high density housing. 

7/9/2022 7:52 AM 

150 The others are not charming 7/8/2022 8:59 PM 

151 Cold, utilitarian, undistinguished 7/8/2022 6:18 PM 

152 The eclectic doesn't fit the vibe. The tutor is dark and not a good fit. 7/8/2022 5:01 PM 

153 Doesn't retain the historical feel. 7/8/2022 4:36 PM 

154 In their current applications they often look trendy but unfocused, like slapping different finishes to 
make things look different rather than good. The approach looks dated quickly and often (though not 
always) does not weather very well. 

7/8/2022 3:14 PM 

155 no character 7/8/2022 2:25 PM 

156 Not appropriate 7/8/2022 12:45 PM 

157 Mid century modern looks gross 7/8/2022 12:36 PM 

158 They look cold and blocky 7/8/2022 12:34 PM 

159 They do not seem to fit in with the newer styles. 7/8/2022 11:52 AM 

160 They look out of place or from a different era, or like a business park, or just plain unattractive. None 
have the feel of "village" or "Barrio". 

7/8/2022 11:24 AM 

161 Several are too "styled." I don't feel Tudor or Victorian would create a cohesive style for the area. 7/8/2022 10:23 AM 

162 Seems dated (though keep the old Victorian and Tudor buildings, just not build new ones in those 
styles) 

7/8/2022 10:22 AM 

163 Too modern - has nothing to do with what downtown Carlsbad/the Village is all about. 7/8/2022 8:56 AM 

164 Too modern and don’t fit in the village or Barrio 7/8/2022 7:52 AM 

165 Too cold. Un-inviting. Cheap looking with no character. 7/8/2022 6:48 AM 

166 no character, could be anywhere 7/8/2022 5:53 AM 

167 Mostly, they are overwhelming. Our community should maintain a simplicity in building styles and, 
instead, focus on the surrounding, natural beauty of our Pacific Ocean influence and our laid back 
California beach lifestyle. 

7/7/2022 10:48 PM 

168 They're drab and have no personality. 7/7/2022 9:37 PM 

169 It makes me sad to see all these tall developments in the Village that are three stories. We are loosing the 
Village feel. 

7/7/2022 8:50 PM 

170 Too ornate, too dramatic, too dated and not of this area. 7/7/2022 8:37 PM 
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171 Too modern 7/7/2022 8:22 PM 
 

172 Too different--would not fit in with current structures. 7/7/2022 7:56 PM 

173 Don’t care for the 60s outdated modern look stick to the stylish classics 7/7/2022 7:06 PM 

174 They are usually cheaply constructed, bland in appearance, and lack character. 7/7/2022 6:29 PM 

175 Tudor is pretentious, irving Gill a little too boxy to fit in with natural surroundings, mid century 
example is a bad example, existing victorian blds in carlsbad are all we need, colonial cape cod looks 
too east coast, contemp. eclectic can get real standard/boring real quick, mercantile is awesome but 
not for so cal. To answer below question i’m not going to go be a weirdo and snap pics of my 
neighbors houses, so i’ll just tell you: i love the new buena vista lagoon townhouse, think its called 
laguna row. Absolute perfection imo! 

7/7/2022 6:19 PM 

176 Boxy and sterile. Victorian is a little much and Spanish revival feels to Santa Barbara 7/7/2022 6:16 PM 

177 Some of the other styles will make Carlsbad look like every other city. We need to keep unique and small 
town. 

7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

178 Too modern & changing outdated styles don’t like east Coast look here 7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

179 Too fussy or too modern 7/7/2022 5:35 PM 

180 As much as I like the Victorian, it does better standing alone. Same with the Tudor. Cape Cod isn't 
Carlsbad and wouldn't work well. The others are just too plain/basic for a dynamite beach town. 
Craftsman is it. 

7/7/2022 5:34 PM 

181 Too modern & cold. 7/7/2022 5:16 PM 

182 Not modern enough and look out of place in So Cal. 7/7/2022 5:13 PM 

183 Mid-Century Modern looks like a prison. The rest don't fit the Southern California/Carlsbad mold 7/7/2022 5:02 PM 

184 Cold and too modern 7/7/2022 4:58 PM 

185 Do not go at all with the area. 7/7/2022 4:53 PM 

186 Spanish revival has too many pop outs, roof and chimney variations, gives the appearance of higher 
density. 

7/7/2022 4:45 PM 

187 They do not fit existing style and “mood” of a charming village 7/7/2022 4:36 PM 

188 I feel Contemporary Eclectic buildings work well in large cities (i.e. the Little Italy section of San Diego) 
and represent more of a "hustle bustle" environment. Although the original Twin Inns' Victorian style 
is historic and makes a singular statement on Carlsbad Blvd, repeating it would be overdone. 

7/7/2022 4:36 PM 

189 The current Victorian and Tudor buildings currently in the Village and Barrio are iconic, but having 
them all over the Village/Barrio would reduce the beach-feel. Mid-century modern and contemporary 
Eclectic are far too brutalist to feel appropriate. American Mercantile and Colonial/Cape Cod is a bit 
out-of touch and not very welcoming to the community. 

7/7/2022 8:20 AM 

190 I don't like the look on any of them 7/6/2022 7:45 PM 

191 look like prison, or dilapidated . 7/6/2022 3:26 PM 

192 The styles I didn't choose stand out too much for the area. 7/6/2022 1:00 PM 

193 Doesn’t fit in community. 7/6/2022 10:40 AM 

194 Out of character( let Victorian Sun diegobe a standout for downtown). Stay cosy. Comtemporary looks 
better on outskirts. 

7/5/2022 3:33 PM 

195 Boxy. And that's NOT craftsman. 7/4/2022 7:44 AM 

196 Typical. Not unique. Every other city looks like this. Make Carlsbad unique, which is what will draw 
tourism. 

7/4/2022 1:39 AM 

197 Same of boring stuff you see everywhere. Doesn't fit with the Village or Barrio. We're already going down 
this path and it makes me sick. 

7/3/2022 7:05 PM 
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199 Too boxy. Looks too big box industrial 7/2/2022 12:45 PM 

200 They are all taking away of all of the charm that brought my family to Carlsbad 34 yrs ago!!! 7/2/2022 7:58 AM 

201 Too boxy, unattractive 7/1/2022 7:50 PM 

202 Looks dated or soon to be dated, also not quite right for living on a commuter line. 7/1/2022 7:12 PM 

203 Too modern! the Victorian is not modern. But it's certainly not a coastal look 7/1/2022 3:23 PM 

204 Lack of different paint colors. The colors look spartan and dull. The building at the corner of Harding st 
and Chestnut Ave is a good example of a good use of color 

7/1/2022 1:52 PM 

205 The others don't fit in with this part of Cbad 7/1/2022 1:31 PM 

206 I want something that tells the world that people are comfortable, safe and at home here. None of 
these says that. You should check out the winners of affordable housing projects in the US like these 
https://americas.uli.org/201014kempawardwinners/ 

7/1/2022 10:11 AM 

207 don't fit with the beachy lifestyle Carlsbad promotes 7/1/2022 7:37 AM 

208 designed for life of yore; not focused on today's needs, family configurations, household and life styles 7/1/2022 7:23 AM 

209 Cold, sterile, cubes 6/30/2022 10:42 PM 

210 California doesn’t have much history with East Coast architectural styles. 6/30/2022 9:30 PM 

211 Contemporary, Tudor, Spanish revival and mercantile are not California coastal in style or design. 6/30/2022 6:45 PM 

212 Too modern for the village. 6/30/2022 4:41 PM 

213 They are too plain. 6/30/2022 2:07 PM 

214 Too modern or too old fashioned. 6/30/2022 12:10 PM 

215 Tudor and Victorian are Dated, Old fashioned, overly ornate, busy, and do not fit in with todays designs. 
American Mercantile is depressing...this is not Philadelphia! Mid Century modern is nice but a little too 
barren and commercial looking. 

6/30/2022 11:33 AM 

216 To me the remaining styles don't blend with the existing styles 6/30/2022 10:55 AM 

217 Not enough character 6/30/2022 9:56 AM 

218 Ugly. 6/30/2022 8:44 AM 

219 mid century does not look modern, aesthetically pleasing 6/30/2022 8:35 AM 

220 The victorian has been Carlsbad historical look, yet the look does not feel like a BEACH community. and 
the the beach is why most people live here and vacation here. 

6/30/2022 8:32 AM 

221 The stark cold-looking exteriors that are not warm and welcoming; and also appearing to not blend in 
well with the rest of the village/barrio architecture already present. 

6/30/2022 7:57 AM 

222 They don’t tie into the community that makes up the barrio. 6/30/2022 7:16 AM 

223 They are too big, too tall, boxy, too plain, modern. I moved to Carlsbad when I was nine years old, I am 
now 54 and have owned on Skyline Road for the past 20 years. It saddens me to see the enormous 
multi story monstrosities being constructed in the village. 

6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

224 They are less inviting and less unique 6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

225 Some are too modern and sterile 6/30/2022 4:13 AM 

226 they are cold and stark, not fitting for our Village and Barrio feeling! we also need some color, we have 
way too much beige and grey now 

6/30/2022 12:10 AM 

227 a couple are boring - the others just don't seem to fit. 6/29/2022 11:16 PM 

228 Simply a matter of taste. 6/29/2022 10:41 PM 
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229 They don’t fit the architecture, custom, community look of the barrio 6/29/2022 10:00 PM 
 

230 Blank spaces, repetitive details, small and few windows Architecture and materials such as brick that is 
more typical for east coast 

6/29/2022 9:49 PM 

231 Straight, cold feeling design lines and materials. Not welcoming to pedestrians. 6/29/2022 8:30 PM 

232 The recent buildings of the contemporary eclectic really does not fit the image of Carlsbad Village. It is 
ugly. The American Mercantile belongs to industrial cities. The mid-century is too avant grade for our 
city. 

6/29/2022 7:59 PM 

233 Souless boxes 6/29/2022 7:55 PM 

234 They are TOO boxy & modern. 6/29/2022 7:23 PM 

235 Boxy, boring and plain. 6/29/2022 7:13 PM 

236 Some industrial looking and some look like army barracks. 6/29/2022 7:01 PM 

237 Big. No character. Cookie cutter. 6/29/2022 6:40 PM 

238 Just don't look like they fit area. 6/29/2022 5:25 PM 

239 Cape cod has no significant relevance in Southern California and Victorian is impossible to achieve in a 
modern construction labor market. 

6/29/2022 5:07 PM 

240 American Mercantile and Colonial are inconsistent but the interaction with the street is a great feature 
that should be integrated into the design guidelines. 

6/29/2022 4:52 PM 

241 While the Victorian example is representative of a single corner in Carlsbad, and one to be admired, 
the rest all are incredibly out-of-place. I am a huge fan of Irving Gill, but, in my opinion, his style does 
not meet the goal to create a village-like atmosphere to promote a vibrant and attractive place with 
community connections and a lively street scene. The rest of the examples are even worse and, in my 
opinion, do not have nearly enough detail or thought as to how to best off-set density with attractive 
design. We can do better than these examples. Many of us have travelled around the world and enjoy 
visiting places with densities far in excess of what is being proposed for Carlsbad, yet we love to be 
there, to walk the streets, to visit the shops and cafes, to meet with friends and family, to rest and 
people-watch, and on and on. What is it about those places that make them so attractive? That's 
where this dialoge should start. Again, I think we can be better! 

6/29/2022 4:46 PM 

242 Eclectic and modern don't fit Carlsbad and wouldn't add to overall ambiance that we should convey. They 
seem to be outliers 

6/29/2022 4:33 PM 

243 Would like to see more culture which is more representative of that area. 6/29/2022 4:28 PM 

244 Too limited in terms of time frame, i.e. here today, gone tomorrow. 6/29/2022 4:27 PM 

245 Too industrial looking. Looks depressing and doesn't have any character or charm. 6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

246 Sharp edges, not warming or quaint 6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

247 They look like communist block buildings and prisons. 6/29/2022 3:56 PM 

248 Some are more cold and unwelcoming-no more 3 stories please! Does not fit into our village feel. Of 
the others not chosen, craftsman is an ok choice. 

6/29/2022 3:46 PM 

249 I don't like the big square boxes that look like shipping containers or communist style. I'm not sure 
why anyone in Southern California would want any style that has tiny windows. 

6/29/2022 3:24 PM 

250 Modern doesn’t fit. Enough with the ugly boxes 6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

251 Too sterile and I inviting. 6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

252 I just don't like mid century modern and I feel like it may be a shorter term trend that may become 
dated looking quickly. I like colonial/ cape cod but it doesn't make sense in so cal. 

6/29/2022 3:20 PM 

253 lifeless 6/29/2022 3:02 PM 

254 looming large generic ugly impersonal gigantic curb to curb boxes 6/29/2022 2:47 PM 

255 To cutesy or coldly modern 6/29/2022 2:42 PM 
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256 To modernize and not welcoming 6/29/2022 2:39 PM 
 

257 They don’t mix well with what we have, they don’t fit in a relatively small “village”, they ugly and/or 
depressing. i feel we don’t want a few structures with flashy architecture to dominate 

6/29/2022 2:39 PM 

258 Do not fit either with current Village feel, they allow builders to put together the cheapest ugliest box 
like shameful buildings, as the ones on Grand/jeffersons, grand/madison, I5 and CVD. Decent modern 
designs require architects who are not just cheapo builder puppets and ask for a fair pay, and the use 
of better materials resulting in condos that have to sell for $2- 4M and up. Not to say that the 
degrading and offensive boxes popping up are much cheaper anyway... We may as well keep the 
village attractive and not a dump 

6/29/2022 2:30 PM 

259 N/A 6/29/2022 2:29 PM 

260 HORRIBLE! 6/29/2022 2:23 PM 

261 Mid-century modern and contemporary eclectic don’t blend with the early architecture and create a 
cold, unattractive, plain feel. Also, I worry about the village ending up looking like a cookie cutter of 
Orange County neighborhoods. 

6/29/2022 1:59 PM 

262 Lacking character. Squares may be practical to maximize the space, but it needs to be more more than 
just boxes next to each other. 

6/29/2022 1:51 PM 

263 Tudor is tacky, Mercantile is too boxy and imposing 6/29/2022 1:47 PM 

264 Not enough windows or balconies- they all look uninviting 6/29/2022 1:41 PM 

265 Big box, cheap looking development that could be an extension of Orange County. 6/29/2022 1:36 PM 

266 I do not like the recent trends of squared-off blockiness. They contain the air of production that's 
been streamlined to be cheaper and more prison-like. I prefer designs that mirror the natural fractal 
curves and impressions of the shoreline. The public safety training center is a good example. 

6/29/2022 1:31 PM 

267 Irving Gill -old and dusty Craftsman and Victoria - too cutesy Colonial - too east coast 6/29/2022 1:23 PM 

268 The word "Village" does not signify modern or contemporary. Having a unique character can attract 
tourists and can make the Village/Barrio unique. 

6/29/2022 1:13 PM 

269 I don't like quaint or old looking. 6/29/2022 12:54 PM 

270 Bland Boxy 6/29/2022 12:40 PM 

271 Modern can be done well but when not done well it is very cold and unwelcoming. what is modern 
today may look dated tomorrow. 

6/29/2022 12:32 PM 

272 Too big too city like not village 6/29/2022 11:44 AM 

273 Stark and will not stand test of time 6/29/2022 11:39 AM 

274 Too modern to be quaint and do not fit the feel of State st. People go to State st because if the 
quaintness. 

6/29/2022 11:38 AM 

275 Other style are either overly ornamented and quaint, or too sterile and uninviting. 6/29/2022 11:36 AM 

276 Too tall, too close to the street, very, very little landscaping, no trees 6/29/2022 11:35 AM 

277 Out of place in Cbad. 6/29/2022 11:32 AM 

278 too tight too old style 6/29/2022 11:26 AM 

279 Doesn’t fit into Carlsbad’s “Village by the Sea” mantra. Victorian shown is an anomaly built here years 
ago. Other designs are either too modern/urban or too small town. 

6/29/2022 11:10 AM 

280 WAY too much LA and OC influence! 6/29/2022 11:07 AM 

281 Some of the other styles give that “clustered” effect. They need to appear more spacious. 6/29/2022 11:04 AM 

282 Not historic in nature. 6/29/2022 11:00 AM 

283 too modern and square 6/29/2022 11:00 AM 

284 they look cheaper and out of place compared to prevailing style in the barrio 6/29/2022 10:50 AM 
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285 You can find them anywhere, especially those ugly 4 story structures that now appear all over 

downtown Carlsbad. 
6/29/2022 10:37 AM 

 

286 American Mercantile is a style? Would any architect be proud to have their names associated with 
something that looks like this picture? 

6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

287 Cookie cutter, bland, will look very dated soon 6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

288 Representational of Mid West or East Coast architecture 6/29/2022 10:23 AM 

289 cold, stark, boxy 6/29/2022 10:22 AM 

290 Sterile, modern and not in touch with the existing architecture 6/29/2022 10:21 AM 

291 too cold, modern - nothing like our village was and should be 6/29/2022 10:15 AM 

292 Contemporary Eclectic, a.k.a. "Eastern Bloc Chic," is absolutely hideous; Grand Ave looks terrible with 
this boxy style of architecture and cheap looking facade materials, especially the buildings currently 
located at the old Packard Dental Office site and the building located at the corner of Grand Ave and 
Jefferson St (old day care building site). Irving Gill and Mid-Century Modern are too plain and box-like 
and are not attractive. Please stop building 3-5 story giant boxes in Carlsbad Village and Barrio areas. 
The big grey box multifamily building at the corner of Harding St and Pine Ave is exactly what the 
Village and Barrio do NOT need. 

6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

293 COLD, OUT OF PLACE 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

294 Tudor kind of what we have know looks very dated. Cape Cod does not fit the area. Irving Gill also does 
not fit Carlsbad character. American Mercantile looks like it belongs in Kansas. 
Victorian there are some elements of in Carlsbad now but most are being replaced. 

6/29/2022 10:05 AM 

295 Stark, sterile looking, lifeless, with a prison aesthetic. Some are out of character for the area, but 
lovely, like cape cod and Victorian. 

6/29/2022 10:00 AM 

296 No set backs. Too boxy. Too tall. No beach style. Too modern. Too fake. You can’t just slap architectural 
“style” on a 4 story box. Or so far it hasn’t worked well in the Village so far. 

6/29/2022 9:55 AM 

297 Too modern. 6/29/2022 9:54 AM 

298 The types that I did not choose, don't currently fit in with the newer building surrounding them. 6/29/2022 9:52 AM 

299 Tudor has always looked odd around here,. This new Spanish Revival and Irvin Gill are going to look so 
dated within a decade or two ................... just like some of the old housing tracts in Carlsbad 
east of 5 

6/29/2022 9:49 AM 

300 The take away from the beach charm that I grew up w here. Too tall!! 6/29/2022 9:48 AM 

301 TOOO modern and cold looking 6/29/2022 9:45 AM 

302 Too contemporary or old fashioned. Somewhere in the middle is more appealing to my eye. 6/29/2022 9:44 AM 

303 Too modern 6/29/2022 9:44 AM 

304 "Spanish revival" is generally gaudy and very minor league, please stop building this. The other design 
templates are simply outdated and will not age well. 

6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

305 What you've basically shown are big ugly oversized boxes, none of which are appropriate for the 
village and barrio. 

6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

306 Plain, don't fit with other architecture 6/29/2022 9:37 AM 

307 The large overwhelming contemporary buildings remind me of what sadly I have been seeing put up in 
village area recently. I dislike tall city buildings blocking the breeze also it takes away the casual beach 
town community feel and seems more like a disgusting L.A. beach town. 

6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

308 Too cold, boxy (like expensive strip mall design), and not SoCal coastal. 6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

309 Cold, not welcoming… not community friendly…. 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

310 Old fashioned, colonial. Not as many windows or balconies. 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

311 Contemporary/eclectic style is cold, unwelcoming and out of character for beach town. Victorian is 
outdated, mid century modern also is out of character. Irving Gill and Craftsman 

6/29/2022 9:33 AM 
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would be other possible considerations. 
 

312 They're boring and look like every other shopping mall building. 6/29/2022 9:28 AM 

313 Outdated and overused in other areas 6/29/2022 9:27 AM 

314 All styles can be attractive if done well, but Spanish is usually ok even if done poorly. 6/29/2022 9:22 AM 

315 I also liked the craftsman which are both modern. I want the architectural design to flow, as in it's 
there but I don't see it, which is the look most recent buildings have. CVD & 5 as well as state street. 

6/29/2022 9:21 AM 

316 Too modern and not costal 6/29/2022 9:10 AM 

317 The other styles are too generic and modern, and won't distinguish Carlsbad from other coastal cities. We 
already have too much of a hodgepodge of styles, and the city needs guidelines to achieve a cohesive 
look moving forward. 

6/29/2022 9:10 AM 

318 Interior access 6/29/2022 9:03 AM 

319 Do not have coastal vibes and are outdated 6/29/2022 9:01 AM 

320 Boxy and no charcter 6/29/2022 8:59 AM 

321 Too city-like or don’t fit flavor of Carlsbad 6/29/2022 8:56 AM 

322 Others will seem out of place for the overall style of Carlsbad. While we do have some Victorian and 
Tudor examples, those are unique and stand out (in a good way), but too many of those styles will 
lessen the existing buildings uniqueness. 

6/29/2022 8:52 AM 

323 No character … big, boxy stack and packs like they have been building all over California. Also, too 
brown. We are a beach community and not Irvine. 

6/29/2022 8:47 AM 

324 They look like industrial buildings, prison like. 6/29/2022 8:46 AM 

325 Contemporary Eclectic and Mid Century Modern have little architectural interest, just boxes. 6/29/2022 8:46 AM 

326 They need to be done first class - for instance like O’Sullivans!! not the tutor style on the corner of 
Grand and Jefferson - it would be okay if fixed up 

6/29/2022 8:42 AM 

327 Many of the styles are rooted in East Coast or Euro architecture which feels forced and out of place in 
Southern California. 

6/29/2022 8:40 AM 

328 Industrial looking 6/29/2022 8:36 AM 

329 Personally, they are not my favorites for our village/barrio but, in and of themselves, they are nice too. 
Just don’t want too many different styles in such a small, overall space. Some cohesion would be great 
while still allowing ownership the ability to make personal decisions on their properties. 

6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

330 Cold, dark, does not allow light through the building 6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

331 too ornate, too busy, too monotone, too industrial 6/29/2022 8:29 AM 

332 Stark and over bearing 6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

333 Tudor and Victorian are outdated and not appealing. I have noticed so much Contemporary around town 
with private builders that I don't want the multifamilies to add and make too much contemporary. 
American mercantile does not fit with a beach town. 

6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

334 Looks like what dosen't belong 6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

335 See above 6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

336 The architectural styles that were not selected don't best fit the Village and Barrio culture and character 
of the area. 

6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

337 no style, cheap-looking, hurts the eyes, blaaa 6/29/2022 8:25 AM 

338 I think the mid-century modern, Irving Gill, and contemporary eclectic are too minimalist for our Village 
and Barrio and don't have enough beach/seaside character. Victorian is too difficult to pull off with 
high quality without looking too much like an amusement park. 

6/29/2022 8:24 AM 
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339 Boring 6/29/2022 8:08 AM 
 

340 Large massing, stay away from ugly 80’s Tuscan style, must be smooth stucco Santa Barbara style instead. 6/29/2022 8:08 AM 

341 They are just not what I think of when I think of the history, culture, and overall aesthetic of the 
village/barrio. 

6/29/2022 8:07 AM 

342 Not fitting of a Southern Californian Identity. Seems to offer less utility. 6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

343 I definitely don’t like contemporary eclectic because it will become dated quickly and I believe is an 
eyesore. 

6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

344 To plan or are a forced style not typically found in southern California coastal communities. 6/29/2022 8:03 AM 

345 Modern design and contemporary eclectic are too trendy and will become outdated long term, 
American Mercantile is not part of our local history. Irving Gill influence is interesting and found in parts 
of San Diego and could fit into Carlsbad but not in the Barrio or Village. Tudor reserved for Village areas. 

6/29/2022 8:02 AM 

346 The only other consideration would be Spanish Revival but it's too bulky. The Commercial design 
requirements will remain and I think a mix of styles is better than uniformity 

6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

347 Too trendy 6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

348 Victorian where do you put solar panels Take a look at Paso Robles in Northern Calif for building 
designs 

6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

349 Your example of Craftsman style is wayyy off. The new, towering new boxy buildings in the Village are 
already a total vibe kill. They make us sad. 

6/29/2022 8:00 AM 

350 Not in keeping with original age of current buildings, style doesn’t match up. Keep Carlsbad charm in 
place! 

6/29/2022 7:55 AM 

351 Too modern, has no culture. 6/29/2022 7:54 AM 

352 They are cold, apartment-like and lack classic style 6/29/2022 7:53 AM 

353 Some of them are taking away the charm of the barrio and old Carlsbad. Or they are to “East Coast”. 6/29/2022 7:52 AM 

354 Too big, bulky and tall. Changes the character of our city to become too big. 6/29/2022 7:47 AM 

355 Too boxy. Tower over sidewalk. 6/29/2022 7:45 AM 

356 Lacks character, too blocky looking if not done right, cookie cutter looking. 6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

357 BOXES, institutional looking, no organic connection at all to the Pacific Ocean, beach, sand, NO 
personality or character. Cheap, hideous boxes. 

6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

358 Tudor and Victorian do not fit with Coastal North County 6/29/2022 7:43 AM 

359 Tudor looks artificial and out of place 6/29/2022 7:43 AM 

360 Some are overdone. Look like a box. 6/29/2022 7:37 AM 

361 Out of place for the Village architecture. 6/28/2022 5:22 PM 

362 Not a big fan of the modern aesthetic and it doesn't fit in with the community, culture and current 
buildings in the barrio. 

6/28/2022 10:45 AM 

363 Test 6/27/2022 3:05 PM 
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Q5 Have you seen buildings you think are good examples for what future 
projects in the Village and Barrio should look like? If yes, please upload a photo. 

Answered: 22 Skipped: 403 
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Q6 What else would you like the city to consider when creating objective design 
standards for multifamily housing and mixed-use projects in the Village and 

Barrio? 
Answered: 316 Skipped: 109 

 
 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 Enough with the old lady Mumu shops. Where is the toy store? The book store where authors host and 
community gathers? The village is missing so many great opportunities for vibrant development and 
use. There are literally like 25 awful clothing stores and junky gift shops. 
When considering mixed use let’s try to get tenants in who are actually interesting and useful. 
Oceanside is doing an amazing job with the mixed use scene. Things like Tremont Collective. As a 
parent of young children who just moved here from a vibrant and well-planned city we see so many 
missed opportunities for mixed use. So many strange shops what a waste of space in what could be a 
bustling village center. We have the most walkable of the beach towns. 
Let’s use it! 

7/18/2022 10:13 PM 

2 Are we really letting grandmas decide what looks good instead of architects and designers? 7/18/2022 6:25 PM 

3 Why limit design choices and have design decisions made by amateurs? The result is going to be very 
hack-ish. Is that what we want, Carlsbad? 

7/18/2022 2:28 PM 

4 This design limitation choice is a bit ridiculous in the first place and will lead to a bunch of repeated 
building designs? To what end? That will look weird and I'm guessing bad. If you want things to look 
better, please work on removing the homeless, instead. 

7/18/2022 2:13 PM 

5 Stop high density low to no income housing projects from continuing to operate under city funding. It 
is tanking the growth of the Barrio community. 

7/18/2022 2:09 PM 

6 Keep the height no more than 2 stories. As many trees and greenery as possible. California native only. 7/18/2022 1:04 PM 

7 Inclusiveness. 7/18/2022 6:56 AM 

8 MIXED USE! 7/17/2022 11:45 AM 

9 Cost, neighborhood community feel, longevity of design and overall sustainability. 7/17/2022 8:58 AM 

10 Parking is becoming very difficult to Finland I'm not talking about days where there is a special event 7/15/2022 12:27 PM 

11 Sustainability, from green roofs, to solar panels and grey water systems. Accessibility, parking and 
functional public transportation settings (benches, solar powered shade umbrellas) are also important. 

7/14/2022 4:21 PM 

12 Access, traffic control, traffic calming, landscape designs to allow shade and drought tolerant 7/14/2022 9:15 AM 

13 Low-cost housing 7/14/2022 2:50 AM 

14 Lots of trees( clean our air) and create a homey environment with plants or hanging flowers or fountains 
Make it amazing! You can do it! 

7/13/2022 12:41 PM 

15 Setbacks that would allow for all I’ve listed above that is lacking in new current development. 7/13/2022 12:17 PM 

16 Quality! 7/13/2022 11:35 AM 

17 Wider sidewalks and bike paths. 7/13/2022 11:15 AM 

18 Don’t overwhelm the Village and its streets with too much height or with buildings that completely fill 
each lot. Require buildings that have both form and function rather than just whatever is least 
expensive for the developer to build. 

7/13/2022 10:47 AM 

19 More parking 7/13/2022 8:32 AM 
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20 Keeping the original charm of Carlsbad. That’s what people liked about it in the first place. As someone 

who grew up in this town, breaks my heart to see how the village is changed and where it’s headed. 
It’s not a good direction and most locals agree. Please cater to the locals not the newcomers. The 
locals have been here and given the city the culture the newcomers love. That culture of Carlsbad will 
be lost if all the locals are pushed out because they can no longer afford to stay and only newcomers 
and tourists are catered to. Local stick together and we all talk about this all the time. Locals are sad 
about the current changes. It feels like orange county 

7/13/2022 8:11 AM 

 

21 Refrain from buildings that go from the sidewalk straight up these are hideous buildings and have no 
place in the barrio. Family homes have front porches and are welcoming. Restaurants have tables on 
the sidewalk. The barrio is an amazing place keep the walkable feel. 

7/13/2022 7:50 AM 

22 Plenty of parking for the units and green spaces. Builders need to incorporate trees and plants into their 
design 

7/13/2022 6:56 AM 

23 There are examples in the Barrio of duplexes, front patios, low fences, inviting designs, that fit the 
neighborhood- eclectic or Victorian or cape cod does not fit the neighborhood of Carlsbad. My father 
was an architect and owned his own architecture firm and crested designs for commercial buildings in 
Ventura. I’m on a board that owns rental property in the barrio offering affordable rentals to our 
employees. That’s why I have an interest in this project. Thank you. 

7/13/2022 6:55 AM 

24 Picnic areas, green space. 7/13/2022 3:16 AM 

25 Not too tall. 3 stories is plenty high. Need to keep small town feel not urban city. 7/12/2022 7:08 PM 

26 The new development with Pure Taco is great, it is in scale with the city. And the new restaurant 
where Koko Beach used to be is also wonderful. STOP THE TOO TALL AND BRICK / CITY STYLE LOOK. 
We are an eclectic beach village, treat it as such. 

7/12/2022 6:17 PM 

27 Noise buffers for homes near train tracks (tall trees; sound walls), acesss to outdoor space (balconies, 
community garden, building courtyard), native vegetation 

7/12/2022 4:10 PM 

28 Apartment buildings with residences on the upper floors and retail shops that serve the community - 
such as bodegas, a bank branch, a lunch counter, a barber shop, etc. 

7/12/2022 3:49 PM 

29 Wider set backs 7/12/2022 3:28 PM 

30 Adequate parking 7/12/2022 3:21 PM 

31 Quite building in the village! 7/12/2022 2:46 PM 

32 Room to walk, be outdoors with family and friends. More plants than cement. 7/12/2022 2:21 PM 

33 Affordability, to many housing options in carlsbad are unaffordable to 90% of the population we need to 
grow. Carlsbad has always been welcoming and is now becoming the Beverly Hills of San diego with a 
snobby vibe. 

7/12/2022 2:06 PM 

34 Adequate parking so that their cars do not create parking problems. Part of the beauty of Carlsbad is 
its relative ease of living here compared to more congested areas. 

7/12/2022 1:50 PM 

35 keep the current height restrictions 7/12/2022 1:17 PM 

36 Architecture should not try to use every available square foot to the maximum extent possible. It 
should be styled to be pleasing to the eye rather than most efficient use of space. 

7/12/2022 12:59 PM 

37 Smaller buildings that don't overshadow and crowd out what is already there. We don't need 4 story 
monoliths. It would also be nice if the actual prices would be something regular people could afford. 
We hear talk of affordable housing but the units are all millions of dollars and rents are 4-5000. 
Nothing about that is affordable. 

7/12/2022 12:43 PM 

38 Lightening 7/12/2022 10:53 AM 

39 Maintain consistent physical culture or the only Carlsbad Village left will be a street by that name. 7/12/2022 10:39 AM 

40 Build single family homes instead 7/12/2022 10:26 AM 

41 Welcoming, public facing, homes NOT garage fronts, maximize space 7/12/2022 9:56 AM 

42 I think we should be fighting this state requirement. It is ruining California. Zoning laws are 7/12/2022 9:44 AM 
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what has kept California a nice place to live. More people will put more strains on our water and 
electrical utilities. We can not afford this. 

 

43 Try not to build out using every square foot, downsize the unit sq ft - and use that to give art and 
character to the building. Sq ft is not important anymore, character is- don’t screw it up . 

7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

44 Walkability, safe streets. Limited auto access. 7/12/2022 9:34 AM 

45 Massive size. Lack of open space. 7/12/2022 9:19 AM 

46 Include common green areas. 7/12/2022 9:15 AM 

47 This not about the design BUT as a barrio community I think Saturdays should be the Barrio market. Close 
the little street in from of Lola’s have traditional Mexican vendors like: pottery, blankets, Jewlery. Keep 
the live music. Make sure it remains a traditional Mexican market. We LOVE the community feel it has 
now and would love to see it grow. 

7/12/2022 8:31 AM 

48 A cohesive plan that blends designs. Also ample parking 7/12/2022 8:23 AM 

49 Keep the height low and don’t build on both sides of single family residences/buildings. 7/12/2022 7:23 AM 

50 Cohesiveness of styles. Doesn't have to be just one style, but they should blend well together 
. No mish-mash 

7/12/2022 7:04 AM 

51 Lower density 7/12/2022 6:06 AM 

52 The most important thing should be the accessibility of the standards to allow creation of dense multi 
family homes. We have a housing problem in Carlsbad and “aesthetics” shouldn’t be used as an excuse 
to avoid fixing it. 

7/12/2022 5:51 AM 

53 Consistency and Continuity, so the community looks cohesive and planned out, rather than a jarring 
hodge podge. 

7/12/2022 3:24 AM 

54 Designs must fit in, have enough parking space, be in areas that can take the traffic, and be durable. 7/12/2022 1:26 AM 

55 Make the developers put some character and interest in their designs!! 7/11/2022 11:26 PM 

56 Design standards that require minimum upkeep to continue looking well maintained. 7/11/2022 11:25 PM 

57 Dont over build. Consider impact on traffic and parking. 7/11/2022 11:02 PM 

58 I want there to be open space and not hundreds of doors 7/11/2022 10:15 PM 

59 As a former city resident but still in CUSD school boundaries and a daughter in preschool in the barrio: 
Wider pedestrian sidewalks and for emerging smaller vehicles, more closed off areas for walking. 
Lessen the ability for traffic to speed through the city and for large vehicles to move through the oldest 
neighborhoods. Create parking garages away from neighborhoods to welcome the same size crowds 
but with the ability for walking or small vehicle lanes to encourage less large vehicles -Part of multiple 
use concept. 

7/11/2022 9:52 PM 

60 Green features such as solar panels and smart appliances and well lighted pathways with LED or smart 
lighting. Beautiful landscaping with well defined areas for gathering, and attractive plant landscaping, 
Drought friendly plants. 

7/11/2022 9:41 PM 

61 The ground floor should be tourist/shopping/dining friendly places the the main street of downtown 
expands a bit. Trees. We need trees. The tree lined avenues of the village are by far my favorite. 

7/11/2022 9:05 PM 

62 I think the Barrio and village are distinct, and what works in the village may not necessarily work in 
the Barrio. Consider different design standards for developments that get deeper into the barrio 

7/11/2022 9:00 PM 

63 Open space. parking and parks 7/11/2022 8:51 PM 

64 Keep the beach charm 7/11/2022 8:24 PM 

65 I’d like to keep it beautiful and stop these ridiculous 3-4 story money maker building to a holt. Carlsbad 
looks like someone gets property and builds as high as they can. What’s with the council? 

7/11/2022 8:21 PM 

66 Abundance of lighting, sidewalk, street, alllies, etc. 7/11/2022 8:20 PM 
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67 The stores below the buildings do not work. They are usually empty. Those work in big cities but only 

look like a vacant property when put in cities like ours. 
7/11/2022 8:19 PM 

68 Landscaping. Any building looks better with trees and plants. Also attempt to bring the outdoors 
inside with large windows and glass doors. Do not build so close to the street. 

7/11/2022 7:23 PM 

69 Sufficient tenant parking within the development so not to take up our very limited existing street 
parking. Design should not attract unsheltered individuals or skateboarding. Also would like 
exceptional landscaping. Safe access to streets so bikes and pedestrians are not endangered. 

7/11/2022 7:22 PM 

70 traffic density and its environmental impact. Should include off street parking! 7/11/2022 7:05 PM 

71 Leave space for grass and landscaping 7/11/2022 6:59 PM 

72 A good blend into what is already there 7/11/2022 6:56 PM 

73 Since the new buildings will be eliminating the backyards and mature trees of the existing homes, the 
developer should include a private, park-like green space for exclusive use of the residents of the 
project. Also, include sufficient parking for each residence. 

7/11/2022 6:56 PM 

74 Good lighting. Street parking. And ground floor retail, the more the better. This will promote a more 
vibrant community with people not afraid of walking around - especially less chance of it getting sketchy 
at night. 

7/11/2022 6:54 PM 

75 Don’t build. There is enough housing. 7/11/2022 6:48 PM 

76 It shouldn't be necessary to pack in so much density and high rise buildings. Take a look at Carmel. 7/11/2022 6:43 PM 

77 Pedestrian and bicycle safety. Larger sidewalks. Better bicycle lanes. Etc. 7/11/2022 6:37 PM 

78 Keep the small single story homes 7/11/2022 6:31 PM 

79 Affordable for families 7/11/2022 6:24 PM 

80 Traffic, parking, maintaining village feel 7/11/2022 6:12 PM 

81 Consider the existing Historical Buildings (Santa Fe depot, St. Michaels, both old and new, and 
Giacolleties) and how they can be framed, related to and enhanced. More street trees and wider 
sidewalks. 

7/11/2022 5:39 PM 

82 Prefer separate buildings with some attractive space in between street and neighboring 
buildings- not a continuous wall of buildings. 

7/11/2022 5:36 PM 

83 Keep them small so as not to overcrowd, overwhelm existing infrastructure. Of course, Matt Hall and 
his pals don't care about that so this survey is a pointless waste of time just like all the others. The 
only ones who make money from this are the high paid consultants. 

7/11/2022 5:24 PM 

84 if interesting materials could be included with energy efficiency emphasized. Attractive entryways and 
roof styles Natural colors rather than saturated bright colors. Artistic house numbers I realize that 
much of this is beyond the scope of the archetecs but maybe they could be encouraged in some less 
formal way to "inspire" developers 

7/11/2022 5:23 PM 

85 Parking for residents and guests 7/11/2022 5:04 PM 

86 I wish they wouldn’t put it in Carlsbad because it is already becoming too congested and started to 
look like other cities I would not want to live in. If we do have to have more of these structures I 
would appreciate a softening of the structure with some greenery, staggering of windows and the 
building having decent frontage from the street. 

7/11/2022 4:59 PM 

87 Grocery stores and fresh produce availability in retail spaces. Businesses that are local! Community 
spaces. 

7/11/2022 4:58 PM 

88 Solar electric and solar thermal on all buildings 7/11/2022 4:55 PM 

89 Current housing density in the proposed area. 7/11/2022 4:39 PM 

90 The density. Traffic/congestion in the village is already pretty high. Between the cars and all the bikers 
everywhere that think they own the road it's pretty stressful to drive around in the village now. 

7/11/2022 4:28 PM 
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91 Design is largely subjective, so how to create objective criteria based on subjectivity is a paradox. 7/11/2022 4:26 PM 

 

92 density, traffic, not making it look like it is just one apartment/condo building after another 7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

93 Traffic and parking. Both of those have been negatively impacted by the cramming of huge buildings 
into the area. Also, you are taking away the charm of the Village and Barrio by putting huge buildings 
in there. I know you want to add housing but cramming tons of people into that area is taking away 
from the charm of Carlsbad. 

7/11/2022 4:20 PM 

94 Cultural significance of the area 7/11/2022 4:19 PM 

95 My family and I love what they’ve done to Oceanside and we take the Coaster up there and love it! 
Great vibe! 

7/11/2022 4:12 PM 

96 Porch and outdoor living, where people can gather out front and commune with the neighbors. Patios and 
porches 

7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

97 Make sure there is enough parking, and don't go too high. 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

98 3 stories max 7/11/2022 4:02 PM 

99 Setbacks in front side and back to reflect current neighborhood trees green spaces 7/11/2022 4:00 PM 

100 Provide more parking in the downtown area if more multi family housing is built. We have lost parking 
and parking lots in the downtown area especially Roosevelt and State St., but the number of shops, 
mixed use projects and restaurants along with the population has increased. 

7/11/2022 3:59 PM 

101 Try to make sure ground floors are available for rent to local small businesses. 7/11/2022 3:48 PM 

102 Add balcony’s and under ground off street parking. They will need parking and outdoor space. 7/11/2022 3:43 PM 

103 No contemporary styles. Wider sidewalks 8 foot minimum. Only minimal essential components above 
height limits. Recognize arrival in Carlsbad village like State Street Santa Barbara. 

7/11/2022 3:18 PM 

104 Garages or access to covered parking, small yards or community yards for dogs or pool or community 
space 

7/11/2022 2:25 PM 

105 Provision of parking is essential. 7/11/2022 1:32 PM 

106 Color pallet and size. The building located on CVD just west of the I-5 is a perfect example of what not 
to do. Also the new buildings going up next to the G-spot is a hideous blue color with competing 
facades. Furthermore the new giant complex on Madison ave in the barrio across from Willis ortho 
looks disjointed, cheap and tacky. Let’s have less of these types of structures approved. 

7/11/2022 1:17 PM 

107 Updates and development is good. But styling outside of the village charm is destructive to the character 
of carlsbad. 

7/11/2022 12:13 PM 

108 make it very walking and bicycling and wheelchair friendly and strongly limit car traffic and street 
parking. curate more public spaces and allow for diverse and eclectic art and creativity to grow in the 
communities. can be nice without being completely unaffordable to diverse and creative people. 

7/11/2022 11:43 AM 

109 No 3 stories 7/11/2022 11:34 AM 

110 Traffic safety, parking, walkability. 7/11/2022 11:29 AM 

111 No more multi-unit, mixed purpose building. Small, quaint, single family or duplex/triplex, single story. 
Keep the neighborhood as it has always been - a family community. 

7/11/2022 11:23 AM 

112 They should include open spaces for everyone to enjoy. They should not be cluttered. They should be 
inclusive, so that people of all ethnic backgrounds feel welcomed. 

7/11/2022 10:28 AM 

113 that they blend in and look like homes instead of new beautiful apartment buildings. Mature landscape, 
too. 

7/11/2022 10:18 AM 

114 provide enough parking for residents and include green space. Not all concrete and hardscape 7/11/2022 8:47 AM 

115 Adding areas for people to gather, benches, parklets nearby, water wise but still attractive 
landscaping. Even interesting light fixtures, added trim and contrasting color (not loud) would be nice 
additions 

7/10/2022 2:26 PM 
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116 I would like designers to immerse themselves in what Carlsbad looked like in the 50s, before Newport 

Beach syndrome took hold. The design of the dwellings, businesses and the feel of the Village and 
Barrio are what attracted so many people here. Why then convert Carlsbad into something different? 

7/9/2022 4:48 PM 

117 Healthier Materials, NO VYNAL! don't use cheap toxic materials. If you don't know what they are get a 
consultant who knows and is more informed. Have them join the design process from the beginning. 
Healthier Materials can be selected at the beginning of the design processed and a simplified finish 
palette can be selected to reduce extra unnecessary cost, also with the point to avoid VEing later in 
project. Set material as a priority that does not get compromised. I am a designer at HED and have 
recently been through a certification course for this and happy to help. 

7/9/2022 2:38 PM 

118 parking ease. 7/9/2022 2:22 PM 

119 Standards should be as relaxed as possible to allow for creativity 7/9/2022 10:20 AM 

120 Off street parking included. It's unrealistic to believe tenants won't need parking. On street parking 
has Increased on Roosevelt St, impacting local access to older homes. 

7/9/2022 7:52 AM 

121 I really think there should be colors that are allowed and colors that are not. Right now there is a 
house near the beach that looks like a circus and that is not Carlsbad. That is not charming. 

7/8/2022 8:59 PM 

122 Provide more trees, shade, places to sit, pocket parks, small coffee shops, restaurants 7/8/2022 6:18 PM 

123 It’s a beach town … please keep the simple, historic beach charm 7/8/2022 4:48 PM 

124 It's a Little late. Decisions by The City have been really been on what brings in the most revenue. But 
it's not too late to at least develop a small Mexican plazas. 

7/8/2022 4:36 PM 

125 PLEASE stop building anything multi-family or mixed-use in the Village and Barrio. Seriously, how many 
yachts can developers ski behind??? It's waaay more than enough already. 

7/8/2022 4:13 PM 

126 The sense of community and diversity, participation in life here, and less “urban heat effect” with more 
permeable ground, green space, and unique roadways. The village and barrio should shift to be more 
pedestrian or biking. 

7/8/2022 3:14 PM 

127 NO more of these cookie cutter modern buildings!!! 7/8/2022 2:25 PM 

128 Considerably more mature landscaping 7/8/2022 12:45 PM 

129 Affordable, better public transportation. 7/8/2022 12:36 PM 

130 affordability and close to public transportation. 7/8/2022 12:34 PM 

131 Use the standards and good judgement for what fits where. Currently Master Plan is what is the worst 
that can be allowed - the biggest, the least parking and setback, the poorest construction and 
regardless of appearance. Preserving large trees, green areas and appropriate attractive landscaping! 

7/8/2022 11:24 AM 

132 Walking, seating, dining, spaces that make visiting there inviting to visitor AND locals. 7/8/2022 10:23 AM 

133 Some consistency would be good. 7/8/2022 10:22 AM 

134 Height and density. 7/8/2022 8:56 AM 

135 Keep the village and Barrio small feeling 7/8/2022 7:52 AM 

136 If it’s in the Bario look at Mexican style 7/8/2022 6:48 AM 

137 stop allowing building to the lot lines! require some space for outside landscaping 7/8/2022 5:53 AM 

138 Regarding the photo I have included… I am not an architect, but I see this simple frame house as a 
basis from which an architect can begin. Don’t forget the landscape! We don’t need to look like a 
shopping mall. Grandma’s roses mixed with swaying palms is our heritage. WE ARE A BEACH TOWN!!! 

7/7/2022 10:48 PM 

139 Well you stated "not height." Why not? There are some overwhelming structures next to small one 
family homes. That's wrong. Not just from the residents' point of view but from anyone living, doing 
business, or visiting Carlsbad. In the past I've heard comments about the sweet 

7/7/2022 9:37 PM 
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old houses or quaint cottages or unique structures in Carlsbad. Now Olde Carlsbad/The Barrio are 
beginning to look like Anytown USA. 

 

140 Small multi family units that aren’t above two stories. 7/7/2022 8:50 PM 

141 Pedestrian friendly and welcoming first floors, i.e. street level. Mixed use of materials, e.g. not all 
stucco. Landscaping to soften the mass of the building. Averaging of roof heights for variety in each 
project. 

7/7/2022 8:37 PM 

142 Parking 7/7/2022 8:22 PM 

143 Take traffic into account, places to park, and open walking areas. 7/7/2022 7:56 PM 

144 Don’t let it become a cluster of many different styles keep it classy 7/7/2022 7:06 PM 

145 Eliminating Contemporary Eclectic and Midcentury Modern styles as options, as these are easy-
outs for developers to build cheap, ugly units. 

7/7/2022 6:29 PM 

146 Please dont make carlsbad look like charlotte, north carolina with 3-4 story faux brick townhouses 
littering the landscape. Let’s build some taller stuff! 

7/7/2022 6:19 PM 

147 Overcrowding, let’s avoid that. Timelessness, let’s go for architectural looks that will stand the test of 
time. 

7/7/2022 6:16 PM 

148 Keep them low. I understand that the state is forcing their standards on us, but why didn’t small cities 
around the state join together in vocal protest against this? Now city leaders keep saying that they are 
helpless to do anything. We are like lambs and will ruin our small town feel as a result. 

7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

149 Park like surroundings & good services especially for kids & teenagers. 7/7/2022 6:05 PM 

150 Concrete versus green landscape 7/7/2022 5:35 PM 

151 A high end retirement setup similar to Carlsbad by the Sea with long term care including Alzheimer 
care, if needed. With masses of baby boomers living in Carlsbad, we need another high end retirement 
setup in the Village. 

7/7/2022 5:34 PM 

152 Height, parking, too much density 7/7/2022 4:58 PM 

153 Please regulate parking for all higher density housing. Do not allow street parking. Looks awful. Refer to 
Dove lane apartments in la costa greens. It is not only dangerous because it’s so cluttered, it’s also 
aesthetically unpleasing. Don’t make everything about high density either please. Carlsbad always seems 
to exceed housing requirements compared to near by areas. Mixed use is a much better idea. More 
balanced and tasteful. I’m sure you’ve heard it a million times but we are not interested in becoming a 
cluttered extension of Orange County. It’s imperative that Carlsbad keeps its charm. Thank you. 

7/7/2022 4:53 PM 

154 Not more than 3 stories 7/7/2022 4:47 PM 

155 I would like to see the creation of policies that supports the values of residents and not outside 
influencers that dictate who and what Carlsbad is going to be today and in the future. 

7/7/2022 4:45 PM 

156 Not taller than 3 stories and not uninteresting square blocks 7/7/2022 4:36 PM 

157 Vibrant, brighter colors would be iconic in the Village, and this would allow the Village to modernize and 
be more welcoming to others. 

7/7/2022 8:20 AM 

158 Playgrounds for toddlers and children, parks for teens to gather and socialize. Areas for basketball, 
SOCCER, tennis, baseball, track field so that people can run and walk safely while they exercise. Dog 
parks! 

7/6/2022 7:45 PM 

159 (I like spanish revival and arts and crafts.) safety is issue with building design. Minimal places for 
homeless and criminals to hide, and to decrease their physical access to homes when no one home. 
have homes start on 2 nd story. However, if people are shoved on top of each other with minimal 
windows etc, they act like they are prisoners... 

7/6/2022 3:26 PM 

160 The aesthetic of the surrounding areas. 7/6/2022 1:00 PM 

161 Retain charm. Carlsbad is funky and charming. Let’s not ruin that. 7/5/2022 3:33 PM 

162 Be harmonious with existing neighbors. 7/4/2022 7:44 AM 
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163 Make Carlsbad unique! This is why people visit here. 7/4/2022 1:39 AM 
 

164 Put some elements of Tudor or Victorian styles in each new building. I understand there could be extra 
costs to the developers and I don't have a good answer to that. Subsidies from the state government, 
perhaps? 

7/3/2022 7:05 PM 

165 Set backs on upper levels. No “stack and packs” Large Setbacks from the street Landscaping requirements 
so the streets aren’t just lined with buildings. Requirement to plant trees 

7/2/2022 12:45 PM 

166 This is all horrible!!! These block looking buildings on every street!! When is this going to stop? And why 
are they over the 4 story limit??!! 

7/2/2022 7:58 AM 

167 Owner occupied ordinance. If it’s someone’s second or more home, they’re not contributing to our 
community. 

7/1/2022 7:12 PM 

168 no more than one story. 7/1/2022 3:23 PM 

169 That the Barrio is mainly residential and the village is commercial residential and mixed use 7/1/2022 1:52 PM 

170 PARKING--it's a problem in the village. No one uses public transit like it's intended, especially with all 
the tourists in town. Those of us who work in the village have a hard time finding parking after lunch. 
Also--do not turn the village and bario into a concrete jungle. Keep the trees and landscaping and add 
more please. This area is one of the most unique on the SoCal coastline, if we keep adding cheaply 
constructed buildings with zero character, we'll end up being Huntington Beach, and no one wants 
that. 

7/1/2022 1:31 PM 

171 Lots of green space, nature, play areas that are not plastic (just a swing or jungle gym) but rather kids 
and families can EXPLORE! Paths where you would find birds, lizards, fruit, veggies, a community 
garden, spaces where nature soothes an anxious family. 

7/1/2022 10:11 AM 

172 preserve the character of the beach lifestyle and vibe. Coastal Grandma is trending right now in 
fashion and lifestyle (check it out for old and young) which is a easy, breezy, carefree lifestyle. The 
village should exemplify this theme. It's what attracted us to retire here 8 years ago. 

7/1/2022 7:37 AM 

173 walking, pedestrian involvement, easy access to shops incorporated into first floor to serve the 
neighbors. Themed planting block by block for shade trees; occasional public benches to rest and 
converse with neighbors 

7/1/2022 7:23 AM 

174 Parking. Privacy for the neighbors. Setbacks and green space. 6/30/2022 10:42 PM 

175 Please add more greenery to housing! Trees, bushes, gardens! 6/30/2022 9:30 PM 

176 Multiple level housing would be inconsistent with adjacent properties, not blocking view lines and 
separation standards that violate existing zoning standards. This would decrease property values for 
long time residents. The new multiple level buildings we have seen in Carlsbad are ugly and have no 
coastal charm. Sorry, this is the view of visitors and longtime residents alike. 

6/30/2022 6:45 PM 

177 Character 6/30/2022 12:10 PM 

178 PARKING, PARKING AND MORE PARKING!!! Start utilizing underground parking because you're already 
out of room. One of the BIGGEST things you designers miss is that it's already so flipping expensive to 
live here that most places have multiple adults with multiple cars just to pay the rent or the mortgage. 
How about you get with reality and start mandating they have parking for 2-3 cars per unit unless it's a 
1 Bedroom and then there still has to be the option for that owner or tenant to have a 2nd parking 
space or it's just flat ridiculous. Who's going to pay 
$5,000. or $7,000. month rent or mortgage when they can't even park two cars? And many renters 
have a 3rd adult if it's 2 Bedrooms or larger. 

6/30/2022 11:33 AM 

179 Parking 6/30/2022 9:56 AM 

180 Bike lanes. Bikes should not share lanes with cars. This makes some drivers angry and aggressive. 6/30/2022 8:44 AM 

181 mixed use is beneficial. updating hosuing to not look so dated in the most desirable neighborhood of 
carlsbad 

6/30/2022 8:35 AM 

182 I would like to see the heart of State street a walking street only. NO CARS. Design a welcoming street 
with standing lights for the evenings with soft scape, hardscape, kiosks, dining, lounging furniture and 
water fountains to create a safe gathering space for all to enjoy. 

6/30/2022 8:32 AM 
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183 That future proposed properties blend in well with the rest of the buildings in the community, to 

appear as if they were always there. Nobody wants to see large stark ugly buildings that stand out like 
a sore thumb, (corner of I-5 and Carlsbad Village Drive!), creating a blight on the prevailing quaintness 
of the lovely little village vibe. Buildings should feel like a flowing cohesive addition to/with 
surrounding architecture. 

6/30/2022 7:57 AM 

 

184 Parking. Parking is always an afterthought on the design and doesn’t enforce a standard or amount. 
Important to consider as we become more dense. All roof tops and balconies. We are beachy and coastal 
let’s make sure we are utilizing our sunshine. 

6/30/2022 7:16 AM 

185 The buildings should not be a focal point and should preferably be in undesirable locations such as near 
the freeway. they should include plenty of parking for the building tenants and visitors, it should 
include an large outdoor courtyard or area for people to congregate and get to know each other. This 
area should have benches and many trees. 

6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

186 Thanks 6/30/2022 6:46 AM 

187 Carlsbad has charm, character and a sense of acceptance. These characteristics need to be preserved. 
Prison looking box construction looks cheap and uninviting. 

6/30/2022 4:18 AM 

188 We need to stick with the culture of Carlsbad (and north County) Flower growing and mexican american 
families really supporting our past and present environment 

6/30/2022 4:13 AM 

189 bring in some color! Some sort of mix of Art Deco like in Miami or Wilshire Blvd in LA with brighter 
colors would be gorgeous! 

6/30/2022 12:10 AM 

190 Modern is okay! 6/29/2022 11:16 PM 

191 Leave the standards VERY BROAD 6/29/2022 10:41 PM 

192 the new buildings that have been going on right by chase bank in the village and in other areas on grand 
ave are an eye sore and has completely lost its character. The only area that still looks inviting is by the 
donut shop and on state street in the area where the farmers market is held every wednesday. I really 
hope they consider that carlsbad village is diverse and the community is slowly going away because of 
white millionaires moving in and destroying everything that felt like home to me once. 

6/29/2022 10:14 PM 

193 I think mixed use will not work. Just do a courtyard style with white Spanish style look. 6/29/2022 10:00 PM 

194 Lower heights in the heart of the village Wide sidewalks with art installations Better lighting at streets and 
also on the new buildings, better entry ways and more balconies or Juliet windows,more outdoor spaces 
with planters and trees, 

6/29/2022 9:49 PM 

195 height limitations 6/29/2022 9:02 PM 

196 Preservation of sunlight on the street, setbacks big enough to give the feel of space between the 
building and the street. 

6/29/2022 7:55 PM 

197 No 4 story buildings 6/29/2022 7:49 PM 

198 Old-Fashioned, Retro & Vintage looking. 6/29/2022 7:23 PM 

199 Tiny house properties that would be affordable for singles and/or young couples. Small houses, under 
1,200 sq ft., for young families that would be affordable as starter homes. 

6/29/2022 7:13 PM 

200 No cookie cutter housing. A variety as the Barrio has quaint family homes. Would hate to see them 
disappear. The families that live there now take pride in their cottages. 

6/29/2022 7:01 PM 

201 Just don’t do it. 6/29/2022 6:40 PM 

202 Water use-If we have to cut our usage-WHY BUILD MORE? 6/29/2022 5:25 PM 

203 Design Standards should not lean too heavily on dictating a specific style, but rather create standards 
that speak to massing, scale, articulation, and proportion. Dictating quality of materials is a better way 
of ensuring quality construction. Smooth plaster should only be allowed, Wood or Metal framed 
windows and doors should only be allowed - No Vinyl. A certain Percentage of high-quality cladding 
should be required, such as stone, stone tile, brick, architectural metal siding or composite materials 
like Trespa or Prodema. The developer will always use cheap materials and finishes unless required to 
use better more enduring ones. If design styles are to be prescriptive in the future - please keep them 
as loose as possible or 

6/29/2022 5:07 PM 
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you will end up with a village that looks like Disneyland's main street instead of a dynamic, rich and 
interesting architectural evolution. 

 

204 Interaction with streets should be a top concern. Setback requirements should be primarily utilized to 
increase sidewalk widths or allow for restaurant seating. Encourage balconies and patios. Reduce curb 
cuts as much as possible. Encourage adaptive reuse of structures that are considered community 
assets but that may not be historically or architecturally significant. 

6/29/2022 4:52 PM 

205 While it may be tempting to select a particular architectural style, the end result may create monotony 
and limit inspiration and vision for the exciting place that this could be someday. I do not have photos 
to upload, but even thinking about simple nearby examples such as the Main Street at Disney or every 
other place you can imagine as creating that village character that we can all envision, is the kind of 
example I would seek. It is not about everything being the "same," but everything being designed in a 
way to provide interest and create a place that attracts both visitors and residents. It should be 
somewhere you want to go to meet and mingle with friends and family, to shop, to dine, to work if 
one is lucky enough to be employed close to home, to live, and for those that must commute, with 
easy and attractive access to transit and/or shuttles, notwithstanding the need to still preserve 
adequate parking for vehicles within close proximity. It's not just about the assurance of a short 
pedestrain path, for another esample, but to create one that is attractive and provides a desirable 
alternative to other modes of transportation. Landscaping should incorporate a pallete that considers 
sounds, such as the rustling of leaves, smells, perhaps with flowering trees, and sights, to create that 
pleasant experience, with color and variety of textures. There is so much opportunity to create a new 
and vibrant mix for the Barrio and Village area, that embraces the future, while still being respectful of 
the charm not only of the Carlsbad area, but other areas with timeless design features from around the 
world. The examples presented do not come close to the reality of what could be created here in the 
Barrio and Village of Carlsbad, not necessarily by adding a lot of cost, but definitely be creating design 
guidleines and standards that seek a lot of attention to detail. That's really what it's all about! 

6/29/2022 4:46 PM 

206 Consider appropriate set backs to enhance walkability of the community. Do NOT put in tall buildings that 
will diminish walkability. 

6/29/2022 4:33 PM 

207 Let the barrio keep it's culture and diversity and artistic sense. 6/29/2022 4:28 PM 

208 Don't limit to architecture. Include landscaping theme, outdoor seating areas, signage, etc. all to have 
the same thematic look. 

6/29/2022 4:27 PM 

209 The project should complement the neighborhood, not create an eyesore or look like a concrete 
jungle. 

6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

210 Keep the village feel. If it has to be huge be more like the apartment building at the end of Harding & 
Grand. NOT like the other new enormous buildings on Grand. 

6/29/2022 4:23 PM 

211 Do not make it looks cheap and like a prison. You have a few buildings like that in downtown Carlsbad and 
it sticks out like a sore thumb. 

6/29/2022 3:56 PM 

212 Keep the look of the barrio warm and welcoming- the architecture should fit into our environment. 
Don’t be trendy! 

6/29/2022 3:46 PM 

213 I know it is difficult but can there be some responsibility that it isn't just the biggest box that can be 
built on that plot of land? And please, please, please require adequate parking. Living near the beach 
and just trying to get out of my single lane driveway is a nightmare 

6/29/2022 3:24 PM 

214 Spread the high density in the four quadrants. Stop cramming it on the northwest. Already not enough 
parking and too much traffic 

6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

215 Lower buildings with character. Keep the charm of the village and community. Make sure low income and 
veteran housing is spread equally throughout the city and not just this area. 

6/29/2022 3:21 PM 

216 Not displacing people who currently live there. 6/29/2022 3:20 PM 

217 European style permanent market place, (think Christmas market/ better than swap meet) maybe 
part open air, with small business stalls so small businesses, antique traders, all kinds of micro 
business and artists can affordably have a permanent business location. (Keep Carlsbad Charming and 
interesting). 

6/29/2022 3:02 PM 

218 Dont spoil it trees green space walkability adequate parking for new housing contained within the 
property 

6/29/2022 2:47 PM 
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219 Access to public transport options 6/29/2022 2:42 PM 

 

220 Design's that fit in with a coastal community 6/29/2022 2:39 PM 

221 avoid gated communities. really like the courtyard design in your example photos 6/29/2022 2:39 PM 

222 parking 6/29/2022 2:29 PM 

223 Open space, green area, nature, animals. 6/29/2022 2:23 PM 

224 I think it is important that upper stories have the same setbacks throughout the village & barrio, not 
just on State, CVD, & Grand. This creates a more appealing, less boxy/cold/uninteresting feel. 

6/29/2022 1:59 PM 

225 Easy access to shops and restaurants for locals. Traffic flow. 6/29/2022 1:51 PM 

226 Incorporate different organic materials ( wood, stone, etc) design consistent with the rest of the 
neighborhood (I e. No modern buildings next to bungalow style housing. Also 4 story does not fit in 
with the village nor does zero setbacks 

6/29/2022 1:47 PM 

227 Parking parking parking 6/29/2022 1:41 PM 

228 Allowing for multi-story buildings without turning the streets of the Village and Barrio into canyons. 6/29/2022 1:36 PM 

229 Less of the designs that are meant to be "impressive" and monumental, and more of the artistic and 
welcoming styles. Though I love the Dove Library, it's a godawful design embarrassment, and nobody 
wants more of that. 

6/29/2022 1:31 PM 

230 Protected courtyards. Lots of street trees. Jacarandas. Bougainvilleas. Oak trees. 6/29/2022 1:27 PM 

231 Create a culture of personal pride and ownership assoc with living in the village This can be achieved 
by: Have specific targets for %short term rental (eg 24%) %long term rental (1 yr and more)(eg 25%) 
%full term live on site owners. (Eg 51%) Closely monitor to ensure that short term renters are not the 
majority who inhabit the village. 

6/29/2022 1:23 PM 

232 Setback, height (never increase, ever, ever), no parapets which increase over height limits, no bright 
colors-should be neutrals. Stone and brick-natural materials would be desirable. Allow for trees, and 
bench seating along fronts. 

6/29/2022 1:13 PM 

233 It should be environmentally responsible, with solar panels, and sound water use practices 6/29/2022 12:54 PM 

234 Mixed use and pedestrian oriented. Cohesive and not overbearing. Walkable, local focused, outdoor 
patios, dining, etc. Traffic calming. Evoke Santa Barbara and Manhattan Beach and less Huntington 
Beach. 

6/29/2022 12:32 PM 

235 Open space lawns yards adequate parking green space trees 6/29/2022 11:44 AM 

236 More landscaping with each new project 6/29/2022 11:39 AM 

237 Large projects do not evoke quaintness. 6/29/2022 11:38 AM 

238 Keeping just a couple styles that are cohesive to one another will make the neighborhood look coherent 
and part of an intentional schema, rather than an ad-hoc assemblage of random style. 

6/29/2022 11:36 AM 

239 trees, trees, trees 6/29/2022 11:35 AM 

240 open space large patios breathing room 6/29/2022 11:26 AM 

241 Have resident and commercial entrances set back from sidewalk, front door should not open to public 
sidewalk. Keep elevation/height standards in line with existing area. Don’t have buildings towering over 
streets, other homes, etc. 

6/29/2022 11:10 AM 

242 Create 4 way stops rather than 2, in the barrio. Vehicle lanes are too narrow on Carlsbad Village 
Drive. Dangerous mixing bikes and cars there. Also, having outhouses on the south end of our 
beaches is absurd! I walk every day on the path and the outhouses reek. I'm embarrassed that this 
city, as wealthy as it is, has outhouses for people to use. We need bathrooms and showers not only 
for visitors and residents but for all of the local surfers and volleyball teams who pay taxes to live in 
this city. Our beach services are appalling! The beaches also need more trash receptacles. Trash is 
piled up in bags around the cans on weekends. Lastly, the Smart and Final parking lot is home to 
transients. It's filthy and strewn 

6/29/2022 11:07 AM 
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with trash. This is the first center people see when exiting from the freeway onto Carlsbad Village Drive. 
It's pathetic. We have had so many guests ask us about why the city allows that eyesore of a shopping 
center. If you're going to redevelop then do it with some class. 

 

243 Pathways for leisurely walks. 6/29/2022 11:04 AM 

244 Streamlining the design review process with distinctive architectural styles. 6/29/2022 11:00 AM 

245 Energy efficiency, water efficiency, greywater systems, sound-absorbing walls, non-public common 
space for occupants of multi-family buildings, no parking minimums, solar cells on every roof, mixed-
use exemptions , must include design elements to make move-in/move-out easier, include empty 
conduits for future wiring/fiber-optic installations, all windows operable to allow natural ventilation, all 
vents (kitchen/bathroom) actually lead outside, NO bars on doors/windows. 

6/29/2022 10:50 AM 

246 Don't try to cram in more units than these tiny lots can handle, and make sure sufficient parking is 
included in the design. 

6/29/2022 10:37 AM 

247 Shade trees! Especially for the sidewalks, but also for the streets. Climate change will make the future 
coastal zone warmer. We will need shade trees for walking and bicycling to be more comfortable, both 
for the traffic calming effect as well as the cooling. Note that replacing the existing shade trees on 
Grand Ave with Palm Trees does not achieve this goal. 

6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

248 Single story or two story maximum 6/29/2022 10:27 AM 

249 need for parking, areas for kids to play, access to cross on Chestnut to access the beach more stores 
for residents, to purchase groceries, etc with walking access not needing a car 

6/29/2022 10:23 AM 

250 more parking-people will not give up cars or provide outskirt parking with trolley service 6/29/2022 10:22 AM 

251 More set back off sidewalk Rear parking 6/29/2022 10:21 AM 

252 No multifamily 6/29/2022 10:18 AM 

253 CONTINUOUS COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION AND INVOLVEMENT 6/29/2022 10:15 AM 

254 We do not need more people living here!!! We already have a severe water shortage and there are 
concerns about electricity. More people = a more severe water sho-tragedy and over taxing the already 
overtaxed power grid. Not to mention that Carlsbad and other coastal communities are not affordable. 
No one has a “right” to affordable housing in unaffordable areas that the rest of us saved our entire 
lives to be able to afford to live here. 

6/29/2022 10:14 AM 

255 All Village/Barrio multifamily housing and mixed-use projects should have off-street parking for a 
minimum of 2 cars per residential unit to avoid excessive on-street parking situations like Laguna and 
Jefferson Streets. 

6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

256 DON'T OVERWHELM THE NEIGHBORHOOD 6/29/2022 10:13 AM 

257 I think large areas of the barrio need to have affordable multi family housing with the central area 
reserved for pedestrian access only. Parking structures should be included in the central area with a 
low fee schedule to encourage use. 

6/29/2022 10:05 AM 

258 Low impact on environment and traffic. Very family/community friendly. Walkable. Safe. 6/29/2022 10:00 AM 

259 Stop density/density bonus. Stop with 4-5 story “mixed use”!!!! More set backs. That’s not Carlsbad. 
Village/Barrio is historic… leave it alone. Put density inland…east of 5, think LaJolla. 

6/29/2022 9:55 AM 

260 Don't affect existing homes and businesses with parking issues, etc. 6/29/2022 9:54 AM 

261 Stop allowing giant buildings, such as the one that replaced the Dennys, to be built. That building is a 
complete eyesore and doesn't make sense of it's location. 

6/29/2022 9:52 AM 

262 Please restrict multi-floor (over 2 stories) structures. These new "high rise" buildings are negatively 
affecting the Village appearance. NEVER allow a new building to obstruct ocean views from another 
structure!!! 

6/29/2022 9:49 AM 

263 Even though we are large city, Carlsbad remains a quaint beach town that I love to go home. I 
understand new developments need to take place, but it is important to me that our city maintains the 
small town feel. I feel this can be done by monitoring the look of the buildings as well as the height an 
amount. 

6/29/2022 9:48 AM 
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264 Lots of planting/greenery /creative landscaping- to make the places look warm and 

inviting ... rather than cold and sterile. 
6/29/2022 9:45 AM 

265 No high buildings 6/29/2022 9:44 AM 

266 The Barrio has BEAUTIFUL midcentury houses that age very well and we should be complimenting this 
with new, modern building design, not holding onto the 80s. We should look to Palm Springs for how 
nice the Barrio could look and stop the McMansion-looking Spanish design. It looks cheap and tacky. 

6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

267 Stop approving projects that drive existing businesses and residents out of their homes. The village is 
slowly becoming a place where locals can no longer go to shop, as the service providers have been 
driven out and the remaining businesses cater to the tourist trade. 

6/29/2022 9:43 AM 

268 Try to keep most of the village single family or small duplex move these affordable large multifamily 
project to other parts of the city. 

6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

269 Choosing a coastal color palette - Blues and whites. Please no depressing grays & browns. Also 
sticking to a coastal style - like Encinitas, Solana Beach, Del Mar, San Clemente, Santa Barbara & other 
successful coastal communities. 

6/29/2022 9:36 AM 

270 Don’t go so tall!! Keep it green, blend in with local look…. 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

271 Bike parking (incl. for electric bikes). Functional common areas inside & outside 6/29/2022 9:34 AM 

272 Walkable green space throughout the community. Possible public gardens. We don’t need another 
concrete jungle. 

6/29/2022 9:33 AM 

273 Consider parking. The street parking situation has gotten out of control over the last 10 years. Also 
please no more sterile, stucco-boxes - it destroys the natural charm of the downtown area. There are 
many more attractive/creative designs to choose from. 

6/29/2022 9:28 AM 

274 Don’t use every inch of usable land. Have a set back and layered look. 6/29/2022 9:22 AM 

275 Less thought to traffic flow and more to walking environment. Like closing Grand Ave to traffic for a 
couple blocks. I would love to live downtown if I could do it without needing a car. I'm sure tourists 
would enjoy it if they had a place to park their car. Proper street lighting would be needed for night 
time walks and safety. FRIENDLY! 

6/29/2022 9:21 AM 

276 No more brown!!! 6/29/2022 9:03 AM 

277 Parking and community spaces like parks, trails, and bike paths. 6/29/2022 9:01 AM 

278 Aesthetically pleasing with a charming beachy vibe 6/29/2022 8:59 AM 

279 Senior housing or housing that accommodates the aging population (more accessible, close to bus stops 
etc); mixed populations would be nice that welcome aging folks 

6/29/2022 8:56 AM 

280 Space. We should not prioritize the highest density possible. Make sure all new developments balance 
shared space/livable space along with the housing and retail. 

6/29/2022 8:52 AM 

281 Carlsbad is a unique treasure and there should be something special that sets it apart from other 
generic communities. Tourists like quaint. Residents like character. Please don’t keep selling out to 
developers who want to save money by building the same, generic stack and packs they are building 
all over the country. Let’s be charming, welcoming and unique! 

6/29/2022 8:47 AM 

282 Art such as decorative sidewalks and mosaics (not murals that go bad in a short time), flower boxes and 
enhanced landscaping, cohesive theme 

6/29/2022 8:42 AM 

283 Scale. Being very respectful of surrounding homes, not dwarfing them and creating massive structures. 6/29/2022 8:40 AM 

284 Noise and parking 6/29/2022 8:36 AM 

285 Keep inclusivity close to your heart. The Village & Barrio are classic components of the welcoming nature 
of Carlsbad as a whole. That beautiful element of our living should be given significant consideration for 
our city. 

6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

286 Don’t make a beach town look like a concrete block with no nature to enjoy 6/29/2022 8:30 AM 

287 put in parks and dog parks! bbqs, pools, gardens, shade 6/29/2022 8:29 AM 
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288 No more high rises 6/29/2022 8:27 AM 
 

289 Please make sure they are affordable. The recent building in the Barrio area are edging out the quaint, 
family-oriented living that has characterized the neighborhood for decades. When a large footprint 
only provides 6 luxury units, who are we helping? 

6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

290 Keep them low to the ground (no multistory) keep them clean looking make them look like they belong in 
Carlsbad (a Southwestern beach comunity) 

6/29/2022 8:27 AM 

291 Stop using “barrio”. The term is offensive and there are no community features that make it an “hispanic 
/ heritage” inspired neighborhood. No plazas, fountains, architecturally purposed and designed outdoor 
dining and retail frontages. Every new building is built with security and inaccessibility as priority, not 
welcoming community. desigb 

6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

292 Provide plenty of open/public spaces for residents. 6/29/2022 8:26 AM 

293 keep the buildings under 3 levels. This is not New York and love seeing the blue skys 6/29/2022 8:25 AM 

294 I think the first story elevation, landscaping and building articulation are important considerations, 
more so than height and density. Boring facades feel worse even at 2 stories than great architecture 
up to 4-5 stories. 

6/29/2022 8:24 AM 

295 Give the places sturdy walls. Please don’t cheap it out. Everyone deserves a nice quiet place 6/29/2022 8:08 AM 

296 Choose 3 types of design types, traditional Spanish, craftsman or modern mid century and stick with 
those 3. Apply criteria within those design types, eg. smooth stucco, second story step back, height 
limits. Get rid of the old “clock tower” design element and out dates Tudor style that no one younger 
than 65 really likes. 

6/29/2022 8:08 AM 

297 Making sure that there is a plan for retail business plans that will go into ground floor units. For too long 
we make these builds only to have the ground units remain empty for years. There needs to be 
consideration for the type of retail that will go into the ground floors. Preferably small business 
owners, small local chains. 

6/29/2022 8:07 AM 

298 Green spaces 6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

299 Building height/stories. I don’t believe they should be more than 2-3 stories. Parking on-site. Set back 
from sidewalk. Lush landscaping to blend into the neighborhood. 

6/29/2022 8:05 AM 

300 The types of exterior building materials that are required to implement each style of architecture that 
is permitted. 

6/29/2022 8:03 AM 

301 Setbacks are too close to road and other homes, makes the current feel claustrophobic. 6/29/2022 8:02 AM 

302 More public parking 6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

303 Parking, electric charging stations, Carlsbad has multifamily outside the Village area, don't add more. 
Mixed use is better. Is Carlsbad a resort destination ? 

6/29/2022 8:01 AM 

304 Locals. The Village is so overrun by tourists it does not feel like home anymore. Please start incorporating 
actual placemaking for the people who live and work here. How about a real grocery store? Better bike 
lanes on CVD. Turn Grand into a promenade. 

6/29/2022 8:00 AM 

305 Please use styles that match the original charm and atmosphere of the barrio & village. Reduce 
density on lots. Please reduce/cap the number of short term rental licenses available. As a 20 year 
resident of the area, the constant chain of vacationers parties and people not invested in the area, it 
is becoming harder and harder to love living in the village in spite all of the new amenities. 

6/29/2022 7:55 AM 

306 Inclusivity 6/29/2022 7:54 AM 

307 Maintain space off of the sidewalk, space between buildings, and do not shortcut parking requirements 6/29/2022 7:53 AM 

308 We moved to Carlsbad from Northern California. It’s charm and small town feel is what drew us. We 
still work and worship in Carlsbad but can no longer afford to live here. We now reside in Oceanside. If 
it ever became affordable again, we’d quickly move back to the downtown area. 

6/29/2022 7:52 AM 

309 Lots of parking to accommodate all vehicles. We are not giving up our cars. Please be realistic. 6/29/2022 7:47 AM 
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310 Ensure they are also a factor with discretionary review. 6/29/2022 7:45 AM 

 

311 Please do not build anything like the oversized, lack luster, cheap looking new building located off the 5 
and CVD. Quality and character reflective of our history please. 

6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

312 Look at other beach towns that did it right, like I've suggested for the past 35 years. Spanish influences 
are appropriate. 

6/29/2022 7:44 AM 

313 pedestrianization of some streets should be considered 6/29/2022 7:43 AM 

314 Have street level multi-use projects less corporate looking storefront. 6/29/2022 7:37 AM 

315 permaculture, regeneration, sustainability, community gardens & gathering spaces, elecrification, car 
charging outlets, parking & longevity of design concepts. 

6/28/2022 10:45 AM 

316 Test 6/27/2022 3:05 PM 
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Q7 What part of town do you call home? 
Answered: 422 Skipped: 3 

 
 

 
 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

92008 53.08% 224 

92009 11.61% 49 

92010 17.77% 75 

92011 14.93% 63 

I do not live in Carlsbad 2.61% 11 
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92009 
 
 
 

92010 
 
 
 

92011 
 
 

I do not live 
in Carlsbad 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

TOTAL 422 
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Q8 Which best describes your household composition? 
Answered: 415 Skipped: 10 

 
 

 
 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Single, living alone 15.90% 66 

Single, living with roommates 1.93% 8 

Couple living together, no children 36.87% 153 

Living with children under 18 at home 27.95% 116 

Multiple generations living together (adult children, parents, grandparents, etc.) 17.35% 72 
 

 

Single, living 
alone 

 
 

Single, living 
with roommates 

 

Couple living 
together, 

no... 
 

Living with 
children und... 

 

Multiple 
generations... 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

TOTAL 415 
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Q9 What is your age group? 
Answered: 415 Skipped: 10 

 
 

 
 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

18 to 29 3.13% 13 

30 to 49 27.47% 114 

50 to 64 38.55% 160 

65 and older 30.84% 128 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

18 to 29 
 
 
 
 

30 to 49 
 
 
 
 

50 to 64 
 
 
 
 

65 and older 
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TOTAL 415 
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Workshop PowerPoint presentation
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Workshop Meeting Comments 

  



architecture 703 16th Street, Suite 200 
urban design San Diego, CA 92101 
interiors P 619.704.2700 
planning F 619.704.2699 

M E E T I N G   N O T E S – Public Comments a 6/29 Workshop 

Project Name: Village and Barrio Objective Design Standards 

Date: June 29, 2022 
Time: 5pm – 7pm 

BACKGROUND COMMENTS 
Questions about if Roof Tops and Green Spaces are included in the project? Yes. 

BUILDING ELEMENTS COMMENTS 
Comment about the need for quality building materials and avoiding having parking on the ground floor. 
The height to width of building ratios on the lower level assist the design/building in relating to the 
pedestrian (Jane Jacobs was referenced). 

Question about how upper floor building setbacks equal to reducing density? No. 
Comment about the problem with shadows created by boxy building.  

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE COMMENTS 
Tudor/Victorian are historical styles in Carlsbad (may be included in the 5 styles) 

Contemporary Eclectic are ubiquitous and built anywhere (not distinctly Carlsbad). But these new 
buildings do relate to the street, not a blank wall, quality materials, and recessed windows. 

Design for human-scale at the ground level and make buildings more approachable from the street. 
Incorporate public art. 

STREAMLINED PROCESS 
Is the Planning Commission and City Council involved in this process? Yes, during this Objective Design 
Standards process but not during the individual project decisions. The formation of these standards is 
the time for public hearings and decisions. 

Does this process increase or decrease density? No 
Is there any opportunity for Greenspace? Yes, if on private multifamily development projects. Can also 
be used as transitional space.

ISSUES 
Contemporary Eclectic does not fit village character. 
Contemporary Eclectic provides light, variation, clean, great views and quality spaces. 
Santa Barbara Spanish Revival should be prevalent for tis charm/quality and history in Carlsbad. 

Need a check list for everyone to follow and understand what is expected. 
Question if needed to have a ratio of the 5 architectural types (20% Spanish, 20% Modern, etc…) 

End Of Meeting 
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Community Workshop Discussion Notes (Background, Design Elements 
and Architectural Styles)

Pg. 1 Pg. 2
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Community Workshop Discussion Notes (Architectural Styles, 
Streamlined Review Process, Greenspace)

Page 3 Page 4
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Additional Public Comments 
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